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Dashboard Has Become a ' Wild West'
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•Workbench helps you plug in with
your tablet. — Page 16

ON THE ROAD
AGAIN
«how you can take advantage of listener
commutes, with transportation-themed
promos. — Page 24
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EXPERIMENTS
IN SOUND
•In his Vegas
engineering
keynote, Kevin
Gage updated
listeners on the
work at NAB Labs.
— Page 38
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'Connected car' experts predict HD, Internet in-car receiver penetration
BY LESLIE STIMSON
Rising cellphone use in cars, longer
commute times and the introduction of
newer tech in the dashboard are creating
a "wild, wild west" atmosphere that's
hard even for automakers to navigate,
according to consumer electronics and
auto experts.
"We've seen more change in the vehicle dash in the last five years than in the
previous 20," said Connected Vehicle
Trade Association Vice President of
Industry Programs Valerie Shuman at
the recent NAB Show.
The convergence of such disruptive
forces is both achallenge and an opportunity for radio, experts agree.
Addressing industry talk about
radio's future in the car dashboard,
Lincoln Financial Vice President of
Engineering Barry Thomas said it's not
so much that radio would be left out of
the dash as that the medium could get
"lost in the shuffle" by busy consumers, given the proliferating competing
technologies in the car and those to
come.
The smartphone has had a tremendous impact in the connected car, said
Shuman. She said no one is thinking

of taking radio out of the car, but that
the so-called "center stack" is becoming more like a big-screen computing
platform.
At the same time, drivers are spending an average of 16.5 hours aweek in
the car. Sixty-seven percent of drivers
own a smartphone and 70 percent of

cellphone use takes place in the car,
according to Jon Bucci, an automotive
consultant who recently retired from
Toyota's connected vehicle division.
The big push regarding connected
cars is in the area of safety.
"We kill 33,000 people ayear on our
(continued on page 3)
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DASHBOARD

broadcast gear from people you trust
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(continued from page 1)
roads," Shuman said, adding that automakers are developing vehicles to operate more efficiently in stop-and-go traffic. Under development are cars "that
can hit the brake and the gas for you"
as well as keep agood distance between
your vehicle and the one ahead of you,
freeing up some of adriver's time.
Changes coming to the car dashboard are huge, and local radio's competition isn't limited to other stations. Lots
of people want to make money from that
transformation, Shuman said, including
automakers, their suppliers and the telecom industry.
SAFETY VS. CONSUMERS WANTS
Building ane‘‘ car plattoirn typically
takes three to five years. Connected
car services cause disruption in the
car industry because those changes are
happening more quickly, according to
Bucci, now executive vice president
of strategic planning for Concannon
Business Consulting.

BROADCAST SUPPLY WORLDWIDE

•2011 Reponed
•3012 Estimate
•2013 Rawest
•2011 Forecast
•2015 Forecast

Lowest Prices and
Largest Inventory on
EVERYTHING
For Broadcast

•2016 Forecast
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While broadcasters improve their audio and in- dash displays, the penetration of
Internet -adio in the car could grow significantly over the next few years. In the
third column from the left, Br indicates Bluetooth capability.
he continued, they can't have that, for
safety reasons. "All it's going to take is
one celebrity to wrap their car around a
tree, and the car company didn't disable
something to prevent that activity."
In developing Entune, Toyota looked
at factors such as "task time" and menu
depth" when determining which con-

CI) PLAYERS ON THE WANE
What of trends for the physical radios
still found in the dash?
RW has reported that the in-dash
CD player is on the wane. CEA Senior
Director of Technology & Standards
Mike Bergman confirms that trend in
the aftermarket product world.
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Perfectly Polished
Performance Pack
Our exclusive package gives you the popular
Shure SM7B dynamic broadcast mic bundled
with the acclaimed dbx 286s mic processor.
Save $247 off list! But act fast, this deal is for ,
aLIMITED TIME ONLY!
SM7B-2865-PKG List $715.95 $4691

SHURE

May Is Microphone Mania
Month at BSW! **,
Ultra-Accurate Shotgun

If the "other guys" hadn't taken
me to the cleaners, I'd be soaking
up BSW's great deals!

Sennheiser's newest cutting-edge condenser
is ideal for video and boom applications.
Boasting arugged, all-metal design, it virtually
eliminates structure-borne, wind and side
noise while delivering tight, focused sound.
•Pronounced directivity, rejects side noise
•Low cut filter minimizes wind noise
•Phantom or battery powering
▪ MKE-600

Toyota introduced its Entune infotainment system in 2011 after only 17
months of development. At the time,
"that was unheard of," Bucci said.
He agrees with Shuman that automakers have their eye on safety. Young
buyers are ecoconscious. They want to
stay connected while driving, to decompress or stay productive. "Customers
are saying, ` Why can't Ijust plug in my
device directly?"
"Customers want their content, when
they want it on the device:' Bucci said,
and potential car buyers want a full
browsing experience in the dash; hut,

nectivity features to offer in the vehicle.
For safety reasons, Bucci said, the automaker must determine "how far do you
let them go before the screen locks?"
Circling back to how dashboard disruption affects radio, Bucci advised
broadcasters to create "a simple environment.
"We're too overloaded." Listeners
still appreciate air personalities and
speak to automakers about the surprise
and delight of discovering new music
from radio. "We still think content is
king," said Bucci, speaking of automakers in general.

MORE DASHBOARD
This is one in aseries of articles about radio's
role and future in the evolving automobile
dashboard. To read other articles visit http://
radiovvorld.com/dashboard.

$399.95!

gin SENNHEIZER
The average aftermarket receiver
purchaser is a young male age 18 to
34. The average car is 11 years old. In
general, purchasers want more features
than are found in the original in-dash
receiver, so they're buying replacement
equipment. Some aftermarket purchasers include families with kids who want
to purchase more capable navigation
systems, Bergman said.
He uses the new Pioneer AppRadio
as an example of an in-dash aftermarket receiver with no CD player. "They
don't believe it's necessary anymore
in that product. It does have a radio,"
said Bergman; and the radio image on
the lower left of the touchscreen "is
as close to the driver as you can get."
RW featured the Pioneer AppRadio
in our postCES coverage in the
Feb. 13 issue.
And what is the impact of all of this
dashboard activity on HD Radio?
Shuman says iBiquity Digital has
(continued on page 5)

zumindiping
Six Functions In One
This state-of-the-art voice/mic processor
offers six major functions in acompact
package. You can use all six simultaneously
for precise sound sculpting.
•Mic preamp, compressor/limiter,
downward expander
•
Voice symmetry, parametric EQ
De-esser
•Balanced and unbalanced I/O
528E List $ 1,039.00

O

$849!
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Cool Stuff, Plus Four Good Ideas
Several examples of radio broadcast organizations doing smart things
The studio is at WADO(AM) in
New York. "The dedication of
Ithe Radio World "Cool Stuff"
441, the Richard Ross Studio is
Award which, as always, were
e Li
in honor of someone who
chosen by a group of realNe
0
has industriously worked
world broadcast engineers
his half century career
who work in both commerC.3
at Univision Radio," said
cial and public radio.
Felix Perez, general manIwelcome your own sugWO(
ager of Univision Radio New
gestions for the coolest stuff
York. "We truly
you saw at the spring show.
20
appreciate his hard
Write me at radioworlde
work in delivering on
nbmedia.com.
our commitment to inform.
Meanwhile, here are afew cool items
empower
and
entertain
of other sorts that have come across
the New York metro area
my desk or have been discussed on
Hispanic community."
the Radio World website. If you aren't
In the past Ihave comreceiving Radio World NewsBytes each
plained that radio group
day and visiting radioworld.com regularowners — quick to send out
ly, Iencourage you to do so, to take full
press releases about their
advantage of the free information and
general managers, sales
resources there. Sign up for our e-newsdirectors or air talent —
letter at radioworld.comIsubscribe.
rarely highlight their engineers. Here's a welcome Richard Ross
nivision Radio recently renamed
Univision
exception.
the WADO(AM) studio in New
n this issue we report on recipients of

Fe•

.33
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U

York City in honor of long-serving
Chief Engineer Richard Ross. When's
the last time that happened to aCE at a
radio station?

A

nother broadcast company acting
smart:
Premiere Networks, part of Clear

Channel Media & Entertainment, is
now a Primary Entry Point "station."
This arrangement is with the Federal
Emergency Management Agency.
"As part of the cooperative effort,
Premiere would use its satellite program
receivers in thousands of affiliate radio
stations across the country as another
tool for delivering national Emergency
Alert System ( EAS) messages,"
FEMA
stated.
Stations will in turn air the
emergency messages.
Jeff Littlejohn, Clear
Channel's executive vice
president of engineering and
systems integration, told me
that the idea came about
after the national EAN test.
"We realized Premiere
Networks had an ability
to help efficiently distribute the alerts to a majorof
ity of broadcasters, so we
contacted FEMA about the
idea." He said the agency
embraced it, and as far as he knows, the
arrangement is unique.
He added that reliability is a key
requirement here. "Luckily, Premiere
already has alot of disaster recovery solutions in place and we were able to leverage them." He said the system was tested
extensively before it was announced.
The power of this deal is in its reach;
Premiere Networks reaches some 190
million weekly listeners. ( Note that it
recently has deemphasized the word
"Radio" from its name and logo, as its
parent did some time back.)
FEMA positions this agreement as an

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane
example of its efforts to engage the private
sector in raising community preparedness. Smart move on both their parts.
Iwas impressed by creative thinking
shown by Hubbard Station WTOP in
Washington, being willing to use amulticast channel for program development.
And some of that content was provided
by an engineer, no less.
WTOP has begun airing an eclectic format called "The Gamut" on its
nearby AM 820 kHz signal, WWFD in
Frederick, Md. The Gamut format had
started earlier on the HD3 multicast channel of WTOP's FM signal at 103.5 MHz.
(continued on page 5)

Dave Kolesar is shown in his home
studio, where he does voice work for
The Gamut; he told me the format was
put together 'after hours, as alabor of
love.' He spends alot of time ripping
vinyl. By day, he is atransmitter engineer. The mic is an Electro Voice 668.

since we got Spores Pode my wife says
we communicate better. Of course, she I the producer...
SPORTS POD

NEW! Sports Pod is the ideal announcers mic &

111

headphone controller with Talkback and Remote

COUCW

Mic Control For multiple announcers. several
Sports Pods can be quickly linked with cat5 cables
You're done in 30 seconds

no more DAs and

complicated wiring' Sports Pods let each announcer
control his headphone volume, mix and pan
settings the way he wants it. Quick to install and
easy to use

Sports Pod does it all'

1.1e

•

•Need to cue to the announcer? No problem'
Sports Pod's TALKBACK system lets you communicate off- air via an isolated Talkback output
•Talent forgot to turn on his rnic? No problem'
Sports Pods REMOTE MIC CONTROL lets an engineer
turn the mic on and off with aremote button

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS. ANALOG S011ITIONS. FUNCTIONAL. RE1 IABLE. AFFORDABL
HENRY
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ENOINE RIP40

ler.1.11111M11. 11,
Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henry's solutions!
NEW Phone: 562.493.3589 • email: Info@henryeng.com
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SBE Chapter 22 distributed scholarships to encourage future talent. Shown are
student Aaron Stiles of Cayuga Community College; Christopher Baycura, SBE 22
Chair, of State University of New York-ESF Productions; student Joseph Mungo of
Cayuga Community College; Steve Keeler, Cayuga Community College; and student Patrick Callahan of Onondaga Community College.
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The station is based on the music collection of WTOP
Engineer Dave Kolesar, with programming help from broadcast consultant Sam Brown. It airs anything from Doris Day
and Devo, to Johnny Cash and Boney M, plus local artists.
Senior Vice President and General Manager Joel Oxley
guesses that with more than 10,000 songs in its library and
intended to be played, "We are pretty sure The Gamut has
the largest playlist in the country for alocal radio station."
Some in radio programming may find such awide range
of content appalling, but Igrew to love that kind of diversity
when Iwas in college, and Ifind this idea attractive.
The bigger point is that WTOP has always been active
in exploring the possibilities of having multiple signals in
one market; consider Federal News Radio, ahighly targeted
format if there ever was one, serving government employees
and their professional circle. So The Gamut is not abig surprise. But U.S. radio stations that own HD Radio signals have
not, broadly speaking, taken full advantage of the content
development possibilities. That is too bad. What better way
to experiment with unusual format ideas?
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16

Pt-event Transitor Failures With
Science

22

DASHBOARD
(continued from page 3)
been doing a good job of getting HD Radio receivers into
the car; Bucci predicts 100 percent OEM penetration "very
soon," broadly estimating to RW that this could happen in the
next two to three years.
However Bucci said quality issues — such as the digital
signal sometimes cutting in and out " in what is supposed
to be an HD experience" — are a concern. It has taken
awhile for automakers to really incorporate HD Radio, he
believes, because some carmakers "were confused" initially
about what HD Radio is. "Is it HD? Is it these substations?"
Carmakers at first "didn't really know the promise of HD."
Bergman said iBiquity "did a great job" of telling the
HD Radio story to retailers and manufacturers, but said the
"consumer pull still isn't there." Consumer interest can only
be generated by broadcasters, he said, acknowledging that
conveying atechnology story to consumers " is difficult."
The execution of HD Radio at the station level has become
more complicated, Bergman said; in addition to keeping digital signals on the air, stations need to monitor text displays,
streams and features like Artist Experience. "You're not just
looking at an FM modulator anymore."
He urged broadcasters to apply a "whole product strategy"
and to employ best practices regarding dashboard displays.
Stations that send no text are, essentially, presenting "dead
air" on the display, he said. Static text such as call letters or
"become a member of WXXX" equates to "Don't look at
me." Redundant text such as "now playing" constitutes visual
noise and blocks astation's text message.
While broadcasters improve their audio and in-dash displays, penetration of Internet radio in the car could grow
significantly over the next few years, with 8percent penetration in vehicles in 2011 and aprojected 80 percent by 2016,

nd another good idea comes from Chapter 22 of the
Society of Broadcast Engineers, in Central New York.

Our contributor Jim Peck, asenior member of SBE, told us
the chapter helps develop tomorrow's talent in broadcasting,
especially on the tech side.
"The chapter now annually funds scholarships at four
Colleges of The State University of New York in the Upstate
Region: Cayuga Community College, Herkimer, Onondaga
Community College and Tompkins/Cortland Community
College," Jim wrote in apost on the Radio World website.
He said students enrolled in accredited Broadcast
Engineering or Media Production programs at these
schools can be nominated by faculty to receive an SBE 22
Scholarship. Funding comes from revenue from the SBE
22 Broadcast and Technology Expo. Five students received
scholarships of $250—$500 each for the current academic

according to CEA estimates.
Bergman said Fortune Magazine projects U.S. smartphone
sales to total 120 million in 2013. As smartphone sales rise,
so too will Internet radio listening in the car, Bergman predicts, as manufacturers make the mechanics of in-car Internet
connectivity easier over time.

period. Take it from someone with college-age young people
in his life: Those kind of checks can help. A lot.
Well done, "22."
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Bureau Advises Second EAS Test
National test report describes
poor audio and alack of
consistency among state plans
BY RANDY J. STINE

cast radio, accessible from battery powered consumer
receiver sets and other means, such as car radios and
hand-cranked radios."
In addition, the bureau found that adecision by federal planners to shorten the EAS test length — from
around two minutes to 30 seconds — meant that some
broadcast stations and cable systems were unable to
deliver the EAN.
The report did conclude that "a large majority"
of broadcasters and other EAS participants reported
receiving the EAN.
However, not all reaction from EAS stakeholders
was congratulatory in tone.
"The FCC was under alot of pressure to say something:' Washington State SECC Chair Clay Freinwald
told Radio World. He believes the report is "short on
what went wrong" with the first test.

WASHINGTON — The FCC plans to address shortcomings with the Emergency Alert System, before the
agency and FEMA conduct another national test.
A report from the commission's Public Safety and
Homeland Security Bureau identified steps that it
believes are necessary to improve alerting. This follows
the first national EAS test, conducted in November of
2011. Overall, alarge majority of EAS participants successfully received the Emergency Action Notification,
the live code for the national EAS,
EAS Designation
the bureau report noted. "The test
demonstrated that the national EAS
Broadcasters
distribution architecture is basically
National Primary ( PEP)
sound."
At least some EAS observers
State Primary
sounded encouraged by the report's
State Relay
recommendations.
Local Primary 1 (LP1 )
Gary Timm is broadcast chair
Local Primary 2 (LP2)
of the Wisconsin State EAS Com-

FCC LISTS NATIONAL
EAS TEST FAULTS
The PSHSB said in its report on the first
national EAS test that it uncovered several
problems that impeded the ability of some EAS
participants to receive and/or retransmit the
Emergency Alert Notification.
These included:
•Widespread poor audio quality nationwide;
•Lack of aPrimary Entry Point ( PEP) station
in the area to provide adirect connection
to FEMA;
•Use of alternatives to PEP- based EAN distribution;
•Short test length;
•Anomalies in EAS equipment programming
and operation.

that they will conduct conformance
testing beyond the extensive IPAWS
Total
OPEN testing that FEMA conSuccess
%
Failure
%
%
Stations
ducted to make sure all authorized
59
95%
3
5%
62
0.43%
EAS devices will play nice together
84 %
when it counts," said Richard Rud16%
94
79
15
1%
man, core member of the Broadcast
84%
724
118
16%
5%
606
Warning Working Group. IPAWS is
17%
916
7%
756
83%
160
FEMA's Integrated Public Alert and
720
5%
580
81%
140
19% .
Warning System platform.
Rudman would like to see stanmittee and an alerting subject matParticipating National
10,753
78%
9,026
84%
1,727
16%
dardized feature sets and behaviors
ter expert for SRA International in
Non-Participating
301
219
73%
82
27%
2%
for all authorized EAS equipment,
Washington. Timm said the greatest
National
but
"since enhanced EAS equipvalue of the report is the PSHSB
217
176
41
19%
Unidentified
2%
81%
ment has already been put into
urging the commission to move
Total Broadcasters
13,787
11,501
83%
2,286
17%
forward with new rules to improve
service," that may not be possible.
Nevada EAS Chair Adrienne
EAS.
Abbott said the FCC report revealed
"This expected resolution of the
Cable Operators
Headends
nothing new, "at least nothing that
many items deferred for ruling in
73%
784
27%
Participating National
2,944
2,160
EAS state chairs hadn't figured
the EAS Fifth Report and Order
out."
will allow states to finally com13,661
3,070
All Total
16,731
82%
18%
"However, at least we now have
plete their revised EAS plans, and
Source: FCC
the information officially from the
the recommended rules to improve
This table lists EAS participants' receipt of the EAN based on EAS designation.
FCC and FEMA and we can only
[Emergency Action Notification]
performance will pave the way for
wonder why it took them so long to
an even more successful next nationwide EAS test:'
"There also needs to be better ongoing communicaput out the report:' Abbott said.
Timm said.
tion with all the stakeholders."
The bureau gave no explanation for the amount of
Asking the states to revise their EAS test plans to
time it took to issue its report, though it did note the
IMPROVEMENT LIST
update monitoring assignments is important; the FCC
delay by some participants in filing mandatory reports
found that many stations did not know which stations
On the FCC's list of improvements is a call for a
(see box below).
to monitor to receive the alert. In the report, the bureau
rulemaking on proposed changes to EAS equipment
And it recommends that the commission consider
said a lack of consistency among state plans made it
rules to ensure that alert encoders/decoders operate in
requesting that the White House reconvene the federal
difficult for the commission and FEMA to create a
aconsistent manner.
EAS Test Working Group to address issues raised by
national propagation map after the test.
"We now have some encouragement from the FCC
the test and plan the next nationwide EAS action.

TEST RESULTS
The FCC analyzed test data from more than 16,000
EAS participants and held discussions with EAS stakeholders to dissect the results. It acknowledged widespread poor audio quality of the test and the inability
of some EAS participants to receive or transmit the
Emergency Action Notification message, the live message that apresident would use to address the nation in
times of crisis.
"The type of national emergency that would justify
apresidential EAS alert would be acatastrophic event,
where access to electrical power and communications
systems may be significantly degraded or even eliminated:' the bureau states in the report.
"Under such conditions, the one communications
media platform likely to continue operating is broad-

Stations

Receipt of EAN

'POSSIBLE FURTHER ACTION'
What about stations or cable systems that didn't turn in EAS national test results? A " significant number" of stations appear not to have filed, according to the FCC.
A bureau warning was buried in Footnote 22 of the PSHSB report:
"Although the commission received thousands of reports from EAS participants, many entities did
not submit the required filings. The deadline for filing these reports was Dec. 27, 2011. Since that time,
the bureau has reached out, primarily through industry organizations including the National Association
of Broadcasters, the National Cable and Telecommunications Association, and the American Cable
Association, to encourage those EAS participants that had not filed their mandatory reports to do so. As
aresult of this effort, PSHSB received numerous additional filings in November 2012. However, there are a
significant number of EAS participants that still appear not to have filed the required reports. Accordingly,
the bureau plans to confirm cases of continued non-filers and refer them to the Enforcement Bureau for
possible further action."
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to mix the live
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Dan Jackson, engineer for 92.9 FM in Perth, Australia

Perth. How did it all work out? Absolutely flawlessly — the show

was faced with a unique challenge. Breakfast hosts Paul Hogan

went on without as much as aspeed bump!

and Lisa Fernandez would be cycling for hours in strong winds

ACCESS Portable lets you send studio-quality live audio, real

and pouring rain as part of the 92.9 Kids Appeal for Telethon.

time over IP using 3G, 4G, Wi Fi, BGAN/VSAT, PSTN or DSL to

The unique solution was to equip Dan's bike as a mobile

make any remote broadcast really stand out. Connect with your

production facility. The talent wore wireless mics AND in-

audience from anywhere, live, with the easy to use, handheld

the-ear monitors which communicated with receivers and

ACCESS Portable!

transmitters in a rack bag on Dan's bike.
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Product: Logitek JetStream With ENCO Inside

Product: Sports Pod

Companies: Logitek Electronic Systems & ENCO

Company: Henry Engineering
WM,/
CO

What do you get when you put an audio playout/

I1 I

2013

automation platform into a microprocessor- based AolP
router system? "A full radio studio within asingle two- rack- unit box."
So says Logitek, excited to offer ENCO Inside within its JetStream platform. Logitek President Tag Borland: " Comprehensive audio management
and playout are now combined with the mixing, processing and audio
distribution capabilities of the JetStream, providing seamless integration
between content management and audio management."
The combined offering was shown at both the Logitek and ENCO booths

III

11

We'

I

So

What's bigger in radio
these days than sports?
Sports Pod is atalent mic
and headphone " mini console," suitable for covering
games but also useful in the
studio. It is similar to the company's Talent Pod but adds

at the NAB Show.
Shown, from left: Patrick Campion of ENCO; Keith Edmondson of

Talkback and

Logitek; Aaron Johnson and Ken Frommert of ENCO; and Frank Grundstein
of Logitek.
Info: www.logitekaudio.com; www.enco.com

Remote Mic Control.
The duplex Talkback ( intercom) func-

J1rn Peck

tion allows communication with aproducer o- engineer. Pressing the Talkback
button mutes mic audio from air and sends
it to an isolated Talkback ( off- air) output. Check it out:
The Remote Mic Control allows an engineer to turn the talent's mic on or
off remotely, in case the talent forgets to do it.
Sports Pod gives an announcer control of headphone audio, and lets the
announcer create acustom mix of Local and Return ( IFB) audio. Several can
be used so that each announcer can control his or her mic and headphone
audio mix. The units link via Cat- 5cables.
Shown: Hank Landsberg and Radio World's Brett Moss.
Info: www.henryeng.com
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Product: Radio Spider ll
Company: Ron Paley's Digital JukeBox

• Product: Omnia Direct

Photo by Jun Peck

Companies: Telos Alliance & Nautel

PALEY.

Amite

Radio Spider II is anewly
This collaboration
by Omnia and Nautel
is intended to improve
the quality of FM air
chains.
The Omnia Direct
digital composite interface will be available in
the Omnia.11 processor
and Nautel NV series
transmitters. As Omnia, part of the Telos Alliance, puts it, " In the past, stations concerned about maximum modulation needed to use an analog com-

developed auto download
software engine designed
to add ahigh level of program content gathering

OleM MINIM

,
slre

efficiency for radio operations. Its design is based
on audio file downloading
concepts introduced in 2005
IL

c:

Digital JukeBox

RADIO SPIDER II

Sp..40.mo ,Leyge ,•.2010,20,20

":•—•

posite signal. This was primarily due to the required high sample rate of A/D
converters used to create discrete left/right inputs to the digital exciter."
The interface allows an AES-EBU cable between the Omnia.11 and the
Nautel NV Series transmitter to carry the baseband signal in digital form.
"This 100 percent digital path eliminates the noise and distortion of A/D
converters and reduces potential overshoots, while ensuring full FCC mask

protected host sites
for download and
processing of audio
file- based content.
sr,up

UV IMP gee'

compliance." Omnia's Frank Foti calls it the digital equivalent of the analog
BNC-to-BNC composite connection, taking the output of the audio processor
stereo generator and coupling it directly to the modulator of the exciter.
The functionality is available on NV series transmitters from 3.5 kW to
44 kW. New transmitters are shipping with it standard; older ones may be
upgraded with asoftware release due shortly.
Shown, from left: John Whyte and Peter Conlon of Nautel, Frank Foti of
Omnia; Chuck Kelly of Nautel; and Cornelius Gould of Omnia.
Info: omniaaudio.com; nautel.com

by Digital JukeBox
yet providing access
to email attachments
and most password-

FTP, SFTP,

HTTP,

mom wmp

The system can
auto download from
HTTPS and HTTPS cloud- hosted files. Users can email audio
77 .'well.,

files to Radio Spider for processing, acooi feature for field reporters, news
reports, remote recordings, smartphone interviews or agency produced
commercials sent in by production houses. Ask about its cool automated
file format conversion process and programmable macro system.
Shown: Paul McLane ( Radio World), Robert Parsons, Ron Paley and
Alexis Hauk ( Radio World).
Email: www.digitaljukebox.com
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DISTRIBUTION

50 stereo IP multi-unicast streams, or 6channels point-to-point
Dual Gigabit Ethernet ports enabling dual path diversity
SmartStream PLUS dual IP streaming
24 Bit 96kHz stereo audio sampling
Dual redundant power supplies
IPv4/1Pv6 ready

Wheatstone VVheatNet-IP Corripat bility ( Optional)

TieIiner
The Codec Company

Call: 1-317-845-8000 ext.118
ALSO

Email: sales@tieline.com

Web: www.tieline.com
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Radio as ' Emergency Infrastructure'
Broadcasters and others assess response after Superstorm Sandy
BY SCOTT FYBUSH
When the weather is at its worst,
broadcasters are at their best. That's the
message emergency planners for radio
and TV have been trying to spread
for years, and broadcasters speaking
at the NAB Show in Las Vegas say
it was borne out in the aftermath of
Superstorm Sandy last fall.
"Most broadcasters did alot of work
in New York on storm preparation," said
New York State Broadcasters Association President/Executive Director David
Donovan, part of a panel on "EAS,
Superstorm Sandy and Accessible Emergency Warnings: A Discussion of Broadcasters' Role as First Informers" in the
Broadcast Engineering Conference.
Broadcasters had an advantage before
Sandy in the form of accurate predictions of the storm's path and timing,
according to Donovan. That allowed
them to plan for one of their biggest
concerns: the availability of fuel to keep
generators powered and news vehicles
moving after the storm hit.
"New York City is made of islands,
and when the bridges and tunnels aren't
functioning, you're going to have problems," Donovan said.
Indeed they did. While most of
New York's FM and TV stations sailed
through the storm with the help of
fully fueled generators, "where we ran
into problems was AM," Donovan said,
"because a lot of towers are in New
Jersey in the flood zone, so there was

rit
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Unlike any other transmitter
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Broadcast news crews interview New York Governor Andrew Cuomo.
some flooding that knocked out power."
Preparation worked there, too,
though: Donovan said partnerships
among AM, FM and TV stations
kept content flowing even as specific
transmission paths were knocked out.
WINS(AM) moved its programming
to sister FMs in the CBS Radio family, while WOR(AM) began carrying
WNBC(TV) audio after losing power in
its own lower Manhattan studio.
Donovan said the value of all that
preparation quickly became clear as
other communication paths began to
fail. Without power in the worst of the
storm-ravaged areas, including lower
Manhattan and much of Long Island's
south shore, television, Internet and
phone service all went down within
hours of Sandy's arrival.
"New York City saw a 70 percent
increase in radio listenership that night:'
Donovan said. "Radio was the key to
keeping the people informed that night."
He says broadcasters, especially radio
stations, had some big structural advantages over competing communications
channels. With transmitters capable of
being powered by generators even if the
power grid went down, "our architecture

is awide-area architecture covering 30,
40 or 50 miles out:' he said. "We are not
prone to trees destroying our system"
in the same way that awind-blown tree
can take down power, phone and internet service to aneighborhood.
BIGGEST PROBLEM
But the biggest problem, Donovan
said, still turned out to be afuel-related
issue: getting access to gasoline for the
news vehicles trying to cover the storm's
aftermath.
"The port of New York was closed,
and the gas stations that still had fuel
didn't have working pumps, so getting
access to federal fuel depots was critical:'
he recalled. Before the storm hit, FEMA
had already approved access to fuel for
broadcasters' generators, but not for news
trucks. That's where aseries of late-night
phone calls to the FCC came in.
"The commission was phenomenal:'
Donovan said. He specifically mentioned
Ken Moran, senior deputy chief and chief
preparedness officer of the FCC's Public
Safety & Homeland Security Bureau.
"Ken Moran worked through FEMA
and we were able to get approval for our
news trucks. So our guys went to the

depots and showed the letter, and the
guy with the gun said, 'Get out of here!
Anybody can fake aletter."
That's a lesson that's been learned
far from New York. Mike O'Hare, deputy director of the Alaska Division
of Homeland Security and Emergency
Management, was also on the panel, discussing the importance of government
cooperation with broadcasters. "States
need to recognize that broadcasters are
emergency infrastructure, and if we
can't provide fuel for you guys to broadcast and get that information out, we're
all dead in the water."
In addition to better securing fuel
availability, one post- Sandy lesson in
New York is finding more ways to communicate with broadcasters at the height
of an emergency. "For aperiod of time,
Icouldn't reach my stations because the
phone system was gone, so we need to
work out abetter way of communicating
with them," said Donovan.
While the federal budget sequester prevented them from traveling to
Las Vegas, several FCC and FEMA
officials took part in the session via

In addition to better
securing fuel availability,
one post- Sandy lesson
is finding more ways
to communicate with
broadcasters at the
height of an emergency.
.A.1111.111111
video, including Wade Witmer, deputy
director of FEMA's IPAWS division.
Broadcasters are doing a good job of
incorporating IPAWS-generated alerts
into their emergency communication,
but Witmer said radio stations can do a
better job of cooperating with wireless
carriers who now deliver emergency
messages directly to customers' phones
and other handheld devices.
"I've heard from stations that will not
talk about wireless emergency alerts on
the air, because that's the competition:'
Witmer said. "But you should be educating listeners about what that ugly tone
is that's on their phones, and reminding
them that when they hear those tones,
they should tune to your station."
Witmer also reminded stations to be
assertive about being part of local governments' emergency plans.
"If your station has power backup
and you intend to stay on the air during
disasters, that's something your local
emergency officials should know."

AFTER A DEMO,
GIVIS FIND THE BUDGET
FOR AN OMNIA.11

No obligation. 45 Day Demo.
Contact your Omnia Dealer for immediate delivery

Orn
2013 'NS Corp. Omnia Audio. The Telos Alliance. All eights Reserved.
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NPR Ops Center Move Called ' Smooth'
Personnel built new NOC, then tested,
disassembled, moved and rebuilt system
BY LESLIE STIMSON
WASHINGTON — One of the first
groups of staffers to move into NPR's
new $201 million headquarters nine
blocks north of the Capitol were those
of its Distribution Division, which manages the Public Radio Satellite System.
The new headquarters was designed
to accommodate NPR's evolution from
a radio broadcaster to a multimedia
operation, according to the organization. Key features include a two-story newsroom where news, music and
digital staff work together, and a 250seat performance studio. Studios were
designed with public viewing areas.
More than three and a half years
of planning went into the Distribution
Division move. The PRSS disseminates
programming to approximately 1,600
public radio stations; its ContentDepot
distribution system streamlines how
public radio producers deliver their programming and how stations receive it.
ContentDepot uses satellite technology for its primary delivery platform;
it replaces real-time audio feeds of programs to stations with Internet protocol
streams and file transfer of pre-recorded
programs. The ContentDepot also uses
the Internet to deliver pre-recorded program files to stations that are unable
to receive programming via satellite.
Its Web-based program subscription
service and enhanced automation give
stations more flexibility in the ways
they receive programs from the PRSS,
according to NPR.
Distribution Director of Operations &
Engineering Dick Kohles said the transition of the PRSS Network Operations
Center from 635 Massachusetts Avenue
to the new location at 1111 North Capitol
Street went smoothly. " In general, it was
a very good transition. We planned
carefully and had agreat many people
involved."
He said roughly 50 technical people
at NPR worked 12 hours aday, including weekends for many of them, for six
weeks to ensure that stations served
by the PRSS continued to receive their
satellite- and Internet-distributed programming.
The NOC is the heart of the PRSS.
The new NOC includes Axia headends and other computer equipment for
monitoring the system. It also features a
video wall — adashboard showing the
status of key system functions.
Another unique feature of the new
NOC is the "egg chair." A NOC tech
seated in the chair is able to moni-

tor incoming programming from an
acoustically-isolated environment while
at the same time keep track of what's
happening on the video wall.
The rest of the PRSS equipment is
on the second floor of the former C&P
warehouse portion as part of a "tech
core" located behind the NOC. The
PRSS shares this room with NPR IT
and Audio Engineering. It contains the
PRSS' satellite uplinking and downlinking gear, encoders and ContentDepot
servers.
Placing much of the equipment in
what NPR thinks of as ahuge data center
allows the AC environment to be controlled more economically, Kohles said.
NPR Distribution engineers built the
first iteration of the new NOC in the
annex of the old Massachusetts Avenue

Knell threw the symbolic switch to
transmit live broadcast programming
from the new location, beginning with
the top-of-the-hour NPR newscast.
The PRSS has one satellite uplink in
Washington and abackup in St. Paul.
The team had installed circuit ,.

PRSS satellite dishes are on the roof of
the old four-floor warehouse, Kohles
said, to shield them from interference.
among other reasons.
To coincide with the move, PRSS
customers, including NPR member stations, migrated last fall from legacy
IDC SR2000pro satellite receivers (for
streams) and SFX2100 receivers (for
files) to new IDC SFX 4104 Pro Audio

NPR Distribution
Engineer Phil
Mein uplinks the
ContentDepot files
carrier from the new
PRSS NOC, moments
after the files carrier
unlinked from the old
NOC at nearby 635
Massachusetts Avenue
was shut dbwn.

NPR Distribution Director of Operations & Engineering Dick Kohles delivers lastminute instructions to NOC operators moments before the ContentDepot live
streams carrier was uplinked for the first time from the new PRSS NOC at 1111
North Capitol Street NE in Washington.
building. They made sure it was functional. They then tested the equipment,
disassembled it and shipped the equipment to the new location a few blocks
away in October. There, the Distribution
team rebuilt and reassembled the system, including integrating other services, finally locating the system in its
new location.
They activated the North Capitol
Street satellite uplink on Monday, April
1, beginning with the ContentDepot
program file carrier, at 12:40 p.m.
Eastern, followed by the ContentDepot
live program streams carrier, at 12:59
p.m. Eastern. NPR President/CEO Gary

between the old and new buildings. If
there were problems, the fallback plan
was to continue to originate programming from Massachusetts Avenue, and a
third option was to go to the PRSS backup NOC at Minnesota Public Radio in
St. Paul, Minn. Neither was necessary,
according to Koh les.

AHUGE DATA CENTER
The new NPR headquarters totals
440, 000 square feet of space.
In its new location, NPR "married"
a former C&P Telephone warehouse
that has a historic designation to a
new, attached seven-floor building. The

Ralph Woods, NPR Distribution, sits in
the 'egg' chair, where NOC techs can
monitor incoming programming from
an acoustically isolated environment
while keeping track of what's happening on the video wall.
receivers. The new receivers combine
a four-port stream decoder with a file
receiver in one unit.
One good thing about the new location, Kohles said, that is now all Distribution employees can be in the same
location; previously they were in NPR's
former headquarters and another nearby
building. "This way we get to work
together physically," he said, without
needing to arrange formal meetings.
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Integrated multi- band DSPX audio processing means stations without a dedicated processor
sound great right out of the box. One of the industry's cleanest exciters and ultra- low distortion modulator complete a highly stable FM transmission system.
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" Gold clamp" transistors can be changed in minutes

with only a screwdriver and without needing a soldering iron. Slide- in universal
power supplies make replacement a breeze and a truly innovative heatsink
design ensures ultra- long life thanks to ingenious airflow.
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Ethernet connection on every V2 with smart phone apps for
simple remote management. Intelligent alarms and email alerts ensure busy
engineers can manage their stations with minimal intervention and logging is
available for those who like to see more detailed status.
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INEWSROUNDUP
FCC NOMINEES: President Obama said
he planned to nominate former telecom and cable industry lobbyist Tom
Wheeler as the next FCC chairman.
He also named Commissioner Mignon
Clyburn as interim chair. Clyburn was
set to become the first woman to head
the agency; replacing Chairman Julius
Genachowski, who expected to step
down May 17. Clyburn may be in that
role for several months, depending on
how long it takes the Senate to act on
the Wheeler nomination. The president had yet to indicate aRepublican
nominee for another open seat as of
early May.
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last week's listening to the station
that sent them the survey, 14 percent
of respondents say they had tuned

Chief Financial Officer Caroline Beasley
heads the group. Beasley was involved
in previous negotiations in 2010 when

in on computer and mobile streams
and other digital sources. The survey
focuses on the habits of " core" radio
listeners.

she chaired the NAB Radio Board.

uses to send the Emergency Action
Notification, the code used to activate
the national EAS, to the PEPs.

EAS: FEMA has been installing satellite
receivers at Primary Entry Point stations, intending to use satellite deliv-

Homeland Security Bureau is urging
state emergency communications com-

PERFORMANCE ROYALTY: NAB is
thinking ahead to the next round of
performance royalty negotiations. The
trade group confirms it has formed a
committee to begin preliminary discussions on the topic; the industry's current deal with SoundExchange expires
at the end of 2015. Beasley Broadcast
1UFF

ery of emergency alerts as an alternative distribution method. Now FEMA
says it will add Premiere Networks as
aPEP station. Formerly Premiere Radio
Networks, Premiere is asubsidiary of
Clear Channel. The agency plans to
introduce satellite connectivity to back
up the Public Switched Telephone

Network- based connection that FEMA

EAS II: The FCC's Public Safety &

mittees to ensure that their EAS plans
are current. The bureau says those
plans should include adata table,
showing monitoring assignments as
well as the specific primary and backup
path for emergency action notification
messages that are formatted in the EAS
Protocol, from the PEP to each station.
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NAB and CEA praised both choices.
House Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman and Michigan Republi-

Product: IP Meters GUI
Company: Wheatstone

can Fred Upton and Communications
and Technology Subcommittee Chairman and Oregon Republican Greg
Walden congratulated Wheeler but
expressed concern that his views on

Here's a product
with real visual " bang."
VVheatstone's IP Meters
GUI for the WheatNetIP network provides
metering of parameters
like audio levels, signal density and FFT readings, but in away you ain't seen

merger conditions "can be misused
to affect whole industries, not just
those seeking merger approval." Senate Commerce and Energy Chair Sen.
Jay Rockefeller said that he respected
the president's decision to nominate
Wheeler to head the commission;
the West Virginia Democrat had supported his former aide, Jessica Rosenworcel, who is currently an FCC com-

before. The app puts a " wall of meters" on your computer screen for monitoring of audio peak levels and average levels at selected points on your network.
Included is aseparate FFT meter for spectral readings, plus visual alerts in case a
channel goes dark.
The GUI is customizable and lets you display just about any array of metering and analysis on the monitor of any computer connected to aWheatNet-IP

missioner, to chair the agency.

Intelligent Network. Meters have silence detection, so you can see if an audio
stream has gone down, and where. Each meter or cell can be set up as a horizontal, vertical or eyebrow bargraph

ONLINE SALES: By a69-27 vote, the

meter. You can set up two, 20, 60 or more cells in a " wall." You determine where and what to meter: console inputs,
mic outputs, the satellite receiver, studios, Web streams. A separate analysis window allows you to view one audio
stream in avariety of ways including FFT, 3D plot, oscilloscope, energy vs. frequency and spectral dynamic range.

Senate approved an Internet sales tax
proposal, paving the way for shoppers
to pay sales tax on most online purchases. But the bill now moves to the
House, where it faces an uncertain
future. Under current law, states can

Ask about all the ways the display can be customized. The app is, well, cool.
Shown: Phil Owens, Jay Tyler, Kelly Parker and Darin Paley.
Info: www.wheatstone.com

only collect sales taxes from retailers
that have a physical presence there.
The Marketplace Fairness Act would
empower states to tax out-of-state,
online retailers.
TECHSURVEY9: More than half of
all respondents to Jacobs Media
Techsurvey9 say that most of their
radio listening takes place in cars.
Now, 11 percent of say they drive
avehicle equipped with a " digital
dash." Another key finding is that
radio's transition to digital listening
continues. When asked to recall their
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DaySequerra's
M4DDC maintains
time alignment of the HD Radio main program signal ( MPS) analog
and HD- 1digital audio automatically. The company says this unique
product solves a " nagging, real-world" problem.
"After initial alignment, Ethernet timing, changes in audio processing and synchronization issues can cause drift or sudden shifts in a
previously perfectly aligned HD Radio installation," it states. The
1RU box features an algorithm, TimeLock, to maintain that alignment, with promised accuracy to one sample.
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Company: DaySequerra

Photo by hm Peck

The controller will send email alerts for loss of TimeLock, LevelLock ( optional), program audio, carrier or OFDM HD
Radio lock. There are five alarm tallies on the rear. A Web server is built in. Optional Eclipse Level Control is available to
&ire

-dvanced User Interf ,--•

Vore Control

maintain average audio loudness differences between the HD Radio main program signal ( MPS) and HD- 1digital audio
to less than 2dB. Lookahead gain correction makes adjustments that are described as transparent to the listener.
Shown: David Day, center, accepts the award from Radio World's Brett Moss, left, and Paul McLane.
Info: www.daysequerra.com
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SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

I" Op X is easy to look at, simple to
use, and really keeps the station
moving. New York is the # 1market
in the country and Op X makes us
sound like it!"
-John Foxx
Program Director

95.5WPIJ

HOLY cffl.
BAT MAN

Modular Operation
Op- X allows for a
tiered system at a tract on of the cost of its
competitors.
Each studio client is capab e of accessing all
ALdio Server modules oi the network.
Remote voice-tracking allows for creation of
content for remote studios also running Op- X.
The revolutionary design of Op- X's clock
builder turns the prevlious task of scheduling
satellite programming into afew simple clicks.
Share serial devices tom any machine using
the Op- X Serial Server.

iPad app Features
• Live show real-time control from almost anywhere
A powerful tool for remotes or voice tracking
• Take a show on the road
• Start, stop, copy and paste functions from the log
• Insert audio items into the log

Importing logs now gets its own module that
takes confusion out o the process.

• Initiate audio playback from hot buttons

Engineers will enjoy Op- X because it's easy
to install, maintain, and has automatic backup

• Secure access to your system

• Run macro command from hot buttons

features.
Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.ce
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Mission: iPadable

M

This tweak helps Forever Broadcasting
get the most out of its iPad remotes

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset
Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

L

ast issue we offered a few tips for
inclusion during routine inspection
of your transmitter building. Consulting
Engineer R. Morgan Burrow, P. E., mentions afew more:
Make sure your fire extinguisher is
fully charged.
Do you have emergency lighting
— or at the very least, a flashlight
mounted inside the entrance, complete
with fresh batteries?
Sounds can signify pending doom.
With the monitors turned down, just
listen as you walk around the room. A
high-pitched squealing could be blower
bearings or air-conditioning belts that
need attention.
Outside, check the tower light photocell to make sure the lights are operational, and transmitting their status to
the remote control. A towel thrown
over the photocell should trigger the
lights "on" after ashort period of time.
Do remember: Many AM towers are
hot and insulated from ground; so if
your tower photocell is mounted on
the tower, turn the AM off while you
conduct this test. No sense in getting

an RF burn, or worse.
Check the building temperature and
the operation of all air conditioning
and/or louvers, vents and exhaust fans.
This includes the dummy load cooling
fan, seen in Fig. 1.
Finally, make anote of your findings,
to simplify next month's inspection.

been mounted to blow upwards.

AM Ground Systems Co.
1-888-GROUNG

ichael Heim is the chief
Table 1 — Proper Pinout
engineer
of
Forever
for Adding External Mic
Broadcasting in New Castle,
Pa. His stations have been using
Connector Tip
Left ear bud audio
iPads for remote broadcasts.
Michael selected one of the
First ring
Right ear bud audio
popular instant messaging programs with voice capability to
Second ring
Ground
send audio back to the studio;
he reports that the audio quality
Mic +
Shell or sleeve
is better than that delivered over
acellphone connection.
The one problem is that the internal
exaggeration; but the mic has been
known to pick up ambient sounds, so he
mic is so sensitive, it will pick up a
buzzing fly at 100 yards! OK, a slight
needed to wire an external mic for better operation.
In his application, Michael does not
use the earphone connection, but there
is no reason an ear bud couldn't be
used. The wiring for the ear buds is
straightforward with no special accommodation required. The microphone,
on the other hand, is a different story.
Online, Michael learned that the mic
input wants to "see" 800 ohms across
the mic terminals to mute the internal
mic and switch over to the external
terminals.

Fig. 1: Here, our perspective is turned up to took at the ceiling, where the fan has

www,amaroundsvstems,com
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and Repair Services.
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Has your AM site been
vandalized or damaged by
unauthorized construction?
Has your coverage or site
stability declined over time?

Contact us today for
a no obligation quote
on any of our
services.
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WE STILL REMEMBER

Sounds can signify
pending doom ... A
high-pitched squealing
could be blower bearings
or air-conditioning belts
that need attention.
_4111111111
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Reliable,
On-time Installation
Firm Quotes
Quality Workmanship

As a test, Michael used a Shure
SM58 mic. Measuring across the mic
element with an ohmmeter, he saw
about 500 ohms. Michael added a330ohm resistor in series, after which the
operation was intermittent. He replaced
the resistor with 470 ohms and it worked
perfectly every time. There appears to
be no upper limit for the resistance, and
placing roughly 1,000 ohms across the
terminals works well.
He constructed his cable using a
four-conductor phone plug on one end
and an XLR on the other. He hid the
1/4-watt resistor inside the XLR connector.
He was unable to find a four-conductor phone plug to fit the iPad so he
bought acombination ear bud and mic
assembly at adiscount department store
and wired the mic in with a piece of
extension wire. The wiring diagram for
the cable is shown in Table I.
(continued on page 19)

MONITOR LIKE APRO
WITH INOVONICS
imovoes
INOmiési 633 FM/ROS Monitor
•Receives

all standard FM Broadcasts.
• Displays and exports important RCS info for
ogging & proof of play.
• Alarm tallies for Carrier Loss & Audio Loss.
• Analog UR and AES digital Line outs.

INOmieti 514 Multiplex Decoder

INCle.4.:gi 634 AM Monitor/Receiver
• Performance AM tuner with variable
bandwidth selection.
• Alarms for Carrier Loss and Audio Loss.
Analog LIB and AES digital Line outs.

• Uninterrupted monitoiing of streaming online
radio performance.

• Demodulates MPX to Balanced LiR Audio.
• Digital AES output
• Alarms for Audio Loss and Pilot Loss

• Balanced Analog LJR arid AES digital outs.
• Decodes and displays live metadata for MP3,
Ogg Vorbis and AAC formats.
• Local alarm tallies plus self logging alarms for
mudio Loss, Stream Loss & Internet loss.
• Remote web interface + email notifications.

You already know we make great Audio Processors and RDS Encoders, but for us this year's
NAB show was all about Monitoring and Broadcast Confidence. With atotal of three new
INOmini products and our industry first 610 Internet Radio Monitor, essential monitoring of
FM, AM and Internet Radio just got awhole lot easier.

Now Shipping!

Learn more at:

www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
0 2013 Inovonics, Inc All Rights Reserved
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. Product: Versa2une FM Antenna
Company: Shively Labs

WORL D ,
Comrex is

Photo by hm Peck
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very excited
about its VolP Call Management

The Versa2une

System and the promise it makes

low- power FM

to help migrate your on- air tele-

antenna targets

phones to " dramatically clearer" wideband audio quality.

broadcasters who

The company calls this anew way to manage telephone calls for talk

need aversatile,

shows, interviews and contests. STAC VIP integrates legacy POTS lines with

tunable solution

VolP technology. It can accept traditional POTS calls but it also handles

to get on the air

calls from " HD Voice"- capable telephones and smartphone apps as well as

effectively and

high- quality calls from Skype users. It includes aSTAC IP Call Screening and

fast. Primarily

Control Interface and integrates with your VolP PBX system.

available as atwo-

Shown: Kelly Clark, Chris Crump, Blair Lazuka and Tom Hartnett.
Info: www.comrex.com

bay, 5kW package
(inclusive of power divider and cables), it is suitable for lower- power stations that contemplate a later frequency move, or for agroup that wants a
quick standby solution. It is also a " ge: or the air" antenna system that can
be included with transmitters as a packaged system for use at up to 5

W.

It packs in asmall, flat box for easy shipping.
Versa2une can be tuned in the field without special skill or test equipment. The process consists of setting the oasic radiator dimension for highband ( 98-108 MHz) or low- band ( 87.5-98 MHz) operation, and then finetuning the radiator to frequency by adjusting the threaded tuning stubs
(four in total, and all the same) to length using an included tuning chart.
Pricing ranges from $ 1,200 to $ 6,000, including power divider, depending on number of bays.
Shown: Dale Ladner, Jonathan Clark and Angela Gillespie.
Info: www.shively.com
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WORLD LEADING

AUDIO PLAYOUT

THE WORLD'S

MOST POWERFUL RADIO AUTOMATION.

& AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS

enco.corn
(800) ENCO-SYS

THANK YOU FOR MAKING NAB 2013 A SUCCESS!
WORLD
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Product: Model 610 Internet Radio Monitor
Com • an : Inovonics
Bringing its monitoring
expertise to anew industry segment, lnovonics offers this professional hardware
solution for uninterrupted monitoring of streaming online radio performance.
Connections are balanced analog and AES digital line outs. The monitor decodes and displays live
metadata for MP3, Ogg Vorbis and AAC formats.
Local alarm tallies plus self- logging alarms watch

for audio loss, stream loss and Internet loss. Alerts
can also be sent to personnel via email and/or text
messages.
A remote Web interface is provided. You can
set up and control the unit from your PC, tablet or
smartphone. Price: $ 990.
Shown: Paul McLane of Radio World, Ben Barber
and Lukas Hurwitz.
Info: www.inovonicsbroadcast.com

WORKBENCH

POVONICS
C)

No IP Issues...
Just A Normal Mobile Call
Glensound HD Voice

continued from page 16)
Michael put it all together and tried
it with avariety of microphones — the
SM58, EV 635, even an RE20. The
cable worked every time. It should
work with any quality dynamic lowimpedance microphone. The series
'resistor has little or no effect on the
audio level, and the iPad provides
plenty of gain.
Of course, the iPad mic input is
unbalanced, so you will need to short
Pins 1and 3inside the XLR plug. Then
wire the 470 ohm resistor on Pin 2 in
series with the cord.
Forever Broadcasting has found the
iPad to be an easy and portable way
to improve remote broadcast quality.
Thanks, Michael, for agreat tip.
Reach Michael Heim at kdOar@
sbcglobal.net.

E

ngineering Consultant Frank Hertel
of Newman-Kees needed to refer to
the newest published FCC Broadcast
Rules and Regulations. He admits to
having atough time locating them.
Frank finally located the link. The
content can be found at www.ecfr.gov,
but we've posted a direct link to the
Part 74 portion for you at radioworld.
corn/links.
There you'll find all the various
broadcast rules, listed on clickable
headings. Definitely something to save
in your favorites list. Thanks, Frank.
for helping to keep everyone legal.
Reach Frank Hertel at nkeng@
insightbb.com.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll
help your fellow engineers and qualify
for SBE recertification credit. Send
Workbench tips to johnpbissetegmail.
corn. Fax to (603) 472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 44
years in the broadcasting industry
and is still learning. He handles West
Coast sales for the Telos Alliance. He
is SBE certified and is a past recipient of the SBE's Educator of the Year
Award.

BROADCAST

C.Jlensound
Electronics Ltd

Glensound HD Voice
Broadcasters' Cell Phone

For afree loan ‘,,isit
UK +44 1622 753662, USA 818 701 6201
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Two 8x2 Stereo Virtual Utility Mixers
These can be used for awide range of applications; for
example, using Wheatstone's ACI Automation Control
Interface, your automation system 1
.•. an control the mix
for satellite or local insertion switching.

Gigabit Ethernet
100/1000 Mbs permits
robust operation and allows
for exceptional expansion
capabilities

Built-in
Web Server
so you can configure and
control locally or remotely

True
Mono
Channels
No need
to tie up
stereo pairs

Front Panel
Headphone Jack

ACI ( Automation
Control Interface)
An embedded interface for
complete external control over
IP for both the BLADE itself
and its Utility Mixers

Selectable
Sample Rate
44.1 or 48 kHz

DNA of the Entire
Network Stored in
Every BLADE
Every setting for every
network device is stored

Silent — No Fans
Can safely be located in a
studio with live mics

without having to run
dedicated software

Intelligent
Operation
Programming aBLADE
is easy. Scripting
enables decisions
about what to do and
how to do it. Kind
of like " If/Then" on

destination output level
after gain trim

Family Ties
Every BLADE is part of
the extended family of
WheatNet-IP'" compatible
and interoperable devices,
including automation
systems, schedulers,
scripting, studio controllers,

Front Panel Bar
Graph Meters
Switchable to display
source input level or

Flexible
GPI Logic
12 universal logic
ports, prograrrmable
as inputs or outputs,
routable throughout
the entire system

Each outpui can
trigger alarms or make
arouting change

any system source

inside every BLADE. Handy,
if you ever need to replace a
BLADE. Just plug it in and it
learns from the network!

steroids

Silence
Detection

with source select and
level control — monitor

StudioHub®
Compatible RJ45
Interconnects
Plus there are connections unique to
each BLADE such as XLR jacks, etc.

Routing Control
Any system source to any

Talent Stations, codecs,
STLs, intercoms,
processors, mic preamps,

destination on that BLADE

utility panels and more.

Front Panel

SNMP
Messaging
for alerts

Each BLADE on the Intelligent Network is exceptionally powerful...
but do you know about the incredible functionality inside EVERY BLADE?

By now, it's a good bet you're aware of the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network. You know about its advantages - how it's obsessively compulsive
about redundancy. How it can repair itself, con'igure itself, run rings around the competition while still having much greater bandwidth
(due to its Gigabit Ethernet throughput) - enough, in fact, to not only handle our increased functionality today, but well into the future.
So we figured it's time to let you know a little more about those boxes you plug into the Intelligent Network. The ones that contribute to its
intelligence. They're called BLADES and from inception have been far more advanced than any boxes on any other networks out there.
Take a look and consider how you'd put all that to work ir YOUR VVheatNet-IP system.

—doll111111111111111111111111111.11111111111111111111111111b...._

WHEATNET-IP: THE INTELLIGENT NETWORK

t_X- eCÎtr --)4

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isalesewheatstone.com
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Prevent Transistor Failures With Science
Ibuild these for clients and you can too

ITECHTI PS
BY MARK PERSONS

through a transmission line. A typical
example is Belden 8259 RG-58A/U. Its
velocity factor is 66 percent. To achieve
an electrical quarter wavelength at 98.1
MHz, that line needs to be 66 percent
shorter, which turns out to be 19.87 inches.

Ever wonder what causes a solidstate RF amplifier to fail? One answer is
heat; the other major contributor is transient voltages. Most of us know to keep
equipment cool, but few understand that
voltage spike-induced transistor failures
can be prevented with pure science.
Tube arc-overs create voltage spikes
in transmitters. Because of that, Ihighly
recommend ashorted quarter-wave stub
à_ ...L. 1 I
•
NEW MATH
after any solid-state amplifier feeding
hl , 1 •
•
Li, •
a tube input. They normally go at a
50-ohm point in the system and provide
Here is ashorted quarterwave stub
aDC short to voltage spikes, while passwith
N
T
adapter
ready
to
connect.
ing RF with little or no loss.
Continental Electronics has long suggested these for its FM exciters. I
build them for clients and you can,
eres the test
too. (Just contact me via my website
setup, with areturn
if you have questions.)
loss bridge and
RF theory and practice tell us
dummy load conthat aquarter-wavelength of transnected for testing
mission line will ignore the freashorted quarterquency of interest if it is on a
wave stub.
T adapter in the RF path and is
shorted at the far end.
That's right — you short the
center conductor to the outer conductor at the end of the cable. The
short will be what DC or transient
voltage spikes will see. The trap
will short everything but the frequency of interest.
In the case of an 88 to 108
MHz FM system, a50 ohm RG-58,
RG-8, RG-213 or similar coaxial
cable is just fine for the use. The
ArTimo Loss DAME
RLB150.13
important part is that the cable
NR
needs to be sized in length for the
S IWIMI Id
nuna .
frequency you want to pass.
tflE*F
As you know, each coaxial cable
type has aVF (velocity factor). So
aquarter wavelength of line would
not be the same physical length as
aquarter wavelength in free space.
Let's say you are operating at 98.1
MHz. A wavelength at that freMaking one of these will require a
quency is 120.4 inches (about 10 feet).
A quarter of that is 30.1 inches.
connector on one of the cables. Iwrote
an article about that subject in Radio
RF travels much slower when going
World last year ("Installing Connectors
the Right Way," Oct. 10; see radioworld.
comlarticlelinstalling-connectors-theright-wayI215926).
a o
Hopefully that will help. You can do
fairly well by calculating the line length
for a particular frequency, but there is
na ta
the length of the T adapter to contend
with. Iuse areturn loss bridge to trim
the cable length experimentally so that
it is exactly on frequency.

IS H R di :

THE SETUP
Put a 50 ohm dummy load on a
return loss bridge connected to aspectrum analyzer with tracking generator.
Then sweep the frequency of interest.
Your test arrangement should show 30
dB or more of return loss when the
dummy load is attached.

""

"'!,' •

J:1

ANLEN
I

Idi

the line shorter by maybe 1/8 inch. The
frequency should go up.
When you get close to the desired
frequency, cut through the cable entirely. Then carefully bare the center conductor near the cable end and twist the
outer braid onto it.
Experimenting, keep trimming just a
bit at atime until you are on frequency.
Then whip out your soldering iron and
solder the end of the center conductor to
the outer conductor at that point. Verify
that the best return loss happens at the
desired frequency. If the frequency is
too high, throw the cable away and start
over. If it is too low, just keep trimming
the cable shorter.
When you are done, you can confidently install the shorted quarter wave
stub trap with T adapter in atransmitter or on the back of an exciter. There
should be no change in VSWR.
When Ibuild these traps, Iusually
use RG-58 or RG-8 type cable. You will
more or less be pushed into one of those
two cable sizes because the equipment
will have a BNC connector for up to
250 watts or an N connector for up to
1000 watts.
I even built one for a 10 kW FM
transmitter, using 1-5/8 inch rigid transmission line. In that case, the shorted
quarter-wave stub trap was used for
attenuating the first harmonic (twice the
carrier frequency), which is sometimes
misnamed as the second harmonic.
Another was built for 950 MHz, but it

A spectrum analyzer displays return toss at and near the frequency of interest.
Install aT adapter in series with the
dummy load and the result should be the
same. Connect apiece of coaxial cable to
the open port on the T, and your return
loss will become terrible. Use wire cutters to cut into ( but not through) the line,
at alength longer than you calculated or
think it will take to make the trap.
Cut through just enough to short the
center and outer conductors together.
The spectrum analyzer should show a
return loss dip at afrequency lower than
the desired one. Then cut again making

was less than two inches long. The goal
was to protect an STL receiver from
lightning surges.
In conclusion, I'd like to say that the
more we know about basic theory, the
more we can use it to make stations better.
Mark Persons, WOMH, is a professional broadcast engineer, certified by
the Society of Broadcast Engineers.
He has more than 30 years' experience
and has written numerous articles for
industry publications over the years.
His website is www.mwpersons.com.

Delivery systems from dozens of

Livewire nodes from Axia partners let you extend your

Who's got time these days? You

partners like ENCO, RCS and BSI are

network's capabilities. Import MADI signals, log audio

do, with Livewire-connected time

Livewire-ready. One Rj, multiple

streams, or take hardware- based control of network

management from 25- Seven.

channels. Sweet!
I.

routing ( like this Paravel iRoute does).
•

Look Ma, no hands!

)(Switch: world's first

PathfinderPC, with Boolean logic

Livewire in Omnia audio

and drag-ang-drop stacking event

processors ensures aclean,

Livewire in Nautel transmitters and

editor, automates routing control.
•

all- digital signal path.
•

IDC satellite receivers means you're

Ethernet switch designed for IP-Audio.
8 Livewire ports, 2Gigabit ports with
SFP, - zero configuration.
...•

covered inbound and outbound.
•

Fanless xNodes with
Telos family of IP

PoE pack lots of I/O

Every family's got a big talker. Here's

and ISDN codecs are

into a tiny space

ours: the world's first broadcast
IP Intercom that lets you take

ready to plug in.
•

full- bandwidth audio to air.
•

Only Axia builds a network
switch into the console

Pro sound cards and audio

engine. Plug in your sourcr-,

processors-on-a-card from

and start broadcastinc
•

AudioScience and Sound4
bring Livewire connectivity
to your PC.
•

Now that
Livewire and
RAVENNA
are partners,
speakers and
mics have
adirect connection
to your network, too.
•

XY panels, routing
controllers, programmable
button panels - you're
in total control of your
network.
•

8-fader Radius has
4 mixing buses,
auto mix- minus,
voice EQ — just like
its big brothers.
•

Consoles:' (in, yeah, we've got ' em, big, small
and in-between. This is an Element: over
4,000 raving fans worldwide ( so far).
Sizes from 4 ; c) 40 faders.
•
iQ: a mid- sized console that

0oh, shiny! Studio control

Looks small, performs big.

•
DESQ packs lots of power into

can grow from 8 to 24 faders.

panels give your talent the

RAQ console puts giant- size

Powerful, expandable... now,

power they crave.

asmall package. ( Like your

capabilities into just 4RU.

that's smart.

Aunt Louise's rum balls.)
Just 18" square.

•
Hello, it's for you. Telos phone
systems work seamlessly with
Axia networks ( of course).

AXIA MAKES THE NET WORK.
Choosing an IP-Audio network? Some companies treat AolP as if it were an RCA jack —

Phones, codecs, delivery systems, audio processors, profanity delays, pro audio cards and

nothing more than away to get audio into aconsole. But Axia fans know that the network's

more, all form a sophisticated ecosystem. So phone and codec callers receive automatic

real value comes when devices truly communicate.

mix-minus. Satellite feeds record unattended. Broadcast-quality intercoms can go straight to

Axia Livewire — networks are much more than glorified punchblocks. Axia consoles integrate

AES X192 stancards project, so your investment is future-proof.

with a big family of more than 70 broadcast products, from 45 partners, to intell:gently

So when you choose your IP-Audio network, choose the one with all the connections.
Axia: we make the net work.

share audio, data and control between studio devices with the click of an Ethernet cable.

air. Shows are ?. moother and more error-free. And Axia is acharter supporting member of the

AxiaAudio.corn

02013 Axia Audio The Telos Alliance All Rights Reserved.
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Reach listeners on-the- go across multiple modes of transport

Mark 1lnidlis
I

'Shut Up and Drive Month — Encourage
listeners not to text and drive, keeping
them engaged and unharmed.

lutofFellx Manuel Burgos-Trupllo

"We can't give away gas cards to
our listeners!" an impassioned program
director told the sales manager, in no
uncertain terms.
"But these are $ 100 gift cards!"
exclaimed the man who keeps the station solvent, wondering why on earth he
was hearing this.
"I don't care:' said the PD. "Our
listeners are environmentalists and not
only won't they want free gas, they'll be
angry at us for giving it away. No way
are we doing that."
Having sat down between them minutes earlier, I looked forward to the
pleasure of being their moderator. The
sales manager looked at me. Iasked,
"How much money is on the line?"
"It's a $30,000 buy! But only if we do
the promotion to give away the gift cards."
Ihad asked the question to see if this
would sway the PD. It didn't. Instead,
he became even more obstinate when
Iasked to see the research indicating
that the station's listeners either didn't
drive cars or didn't want free gas. His
response: " Idon't need any research to
tell me what Iknow is fact."
You know how this ends. Of course the
station gave away the gift cards and got
the $30K advertising buy from the agency.
Ilater asked if they received any reaction
from the audience. Yes, they had each
received calls from the typical 20-something listeners anxious to know when the
next gas card giveaway would be.
Itook away several lessons from the
episode.
First, program directors may be great
at picking music but should not jump
to behavior conclusions about a target
audience without evidence.
Second, when there's alot of money
on the line, a sales department almost

RADIOWORLD

always has the I ,ay.
There are many fun things to promote around the very subject of transportation. Here are a few idea starters
you may use for promotions and, if
you're smart, you'll also make money
with them.
'LOVELY RITA, METER MAID'
Blow the dust oíl this gem, which I
heard the first time thanks to the father
of classic rock, Fred Jacobs.
The first thing you'll need is something that looks like aparking ticket. But
instead, it's the exact opposite. It tells the
car's driver that Lovely Rita from Classic
Rock 103 noticed that their meter had
expired and so paid for more time, hop-

ing to save them from areal ticket.
"Rita" places your station's ticket on
the windshield of every car to which she
contributed afew quarters for ameter.
The sponsor gets its logo on the ticket
(with acoupon if the client opts for it),
coupled with all the on-air promotional
announcements:
"Lovely Rita, the Rock 103 Meter
Maid, saved a bunch of people downtown from getting stuck with parking
tickets yesterday. If you see Rita on the
street, be sure to honk and say hello!
Brought to you by [for example, Citizens
Bank], where your hard-earned change
grows with interest that's five times the
national average."

Putting FM first for
mlooking forward to the next

In you deal m,Ith the client, be sure to
build the cost of the meter change into
the sales package, so the client picks up
the expense. You'll be surprised how
many cars you can "save" for just $30
aday.
Cute uniforms are optional but
encouraged if you happen to hire the
right interns!
"City Guides" Metro systems often
have print budgets to produce brochures
promoting city events like street festivals, foot races and parades. It's up to
you to figure out what content would
be interesting for the guide — at a
minimum, the brochure should contain
schedules and locations of the events,
and how to get to them via Metro.

years

years, thanks to you.

Check out our new products at www.shively.com - The award- winning Versa2une
the new 6828 high power broadband, and the 6025 Log Periodic antenna

Shively Labs®

How can we new

su,p
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You could also include links to website resources, event history and
pictures from previous years. Promote pick-up locations for these guides
on your radio station(s). You may also want to make space for coupons
from the sponsors of the event and other clients you bring to the program.
Find the right contact at your metro system and you might be able to
pull this off several times ayear. It's also great exposure for the station.

Product: Genie Distribution
Comian : Tieline
'11115

'PARTY BUS #22'

lielinet.The Cod« Company

2,7
It's acodec on steroids, an
_1
IP multipoint audio distribution system with dual Gigabit
Ethernet ports, dual redundant power supplies and
audio silence detection.
The box is designed for
reliable operation over critical audio paths using LANs,
WANs, the Internet, satellite
IP and wireless networks. Use
it for distributing up to six channels of audio between two points; stereo IP audio distribution to up to 50 individual multi-unicast endpoints; or IP multicasting to unlimited endpoints over compatible IP networks.
It is capable of 24 bit/96 kHz linear PCM audio with low latency. It comes with the
low- delay E-aptX algorithm as well as LC-AAC, HE-AAC, Opus and numerous others.
Features include Java-based Web browser GUI and optional WheatNet-IP interoperability.
You can stream simultaneous redundant data streams from both Ethernet ports
and enjoy redundancy by switching back and forth without loss of audio if one fails
and then recovers.
Shown: Mary Ann Seidler of Tieline, Paul McLane of Radio World, Charlie Gawley of
Tieline, Alexis Hauk of Radio World,
• and Anthony Sizer and John
CO UR ill ill
Is OCR Ill
Lackness of Tieline.
latlI3

If you're in a place where concerts and sporting events are difficult
to reach, it's asafe bet that you can sell at least one or two bus trips to
listeners who want to get there and not worry about driving. Partner with
alocal travel agency who already has alist of active customers interested
in entertainment.
Always reserve a few seats to give away on-air so you have an easy
excuse to promote the ticket sales. You may be able to get agroup rate
on the tickets when you buy 30 at atime from the promoter or stadium.
Each bus can be sponsored. Always send a "host." Let people bring
their own beverages.
Get testimonials from your first few trips to prime the pump for the
next ones. Eventually you get agroup of regulars who like to travel to
together on the Party Bus.

5

'SHUT UP AND DRIVE MONTH'
Encourage listeners not to text while driving by having them sign a
pledge on your website. Or have listeners text the word "pledge" to your
station's SMS system (not while driving, obviously!). Everyone who
"signs" the pledge becomes eligible to win anew smartphone from the
mobile phone provider (or retailer) who sponsored the pledge drive.
Because everyone is on the go, there are countless ways for you to
engage your audience and actually become part of their lives beyond the
airwaves. With alittle imagination, you can take your station places it has
not been before.
Mark Lapidus is president of Lapidus Media. Reach him at
marklapidus@verizon.net.
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DB4004 Modulation Monitor
Product with no equal in the industry
... it's Simply the BEST !!!
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Info: www.tieline.com
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Price: $2700

Fully Digital DSP-Based IF Filter • ¡ Phone, ¡ Pad & Android Compatible
Built-in Audio Streamer for Remote Listening • Easy to use WEB interface • FTP Server
Alarm dispatch via E-mail, SMS, SNMP and GPO • Built-in 50 channels Data Logcei
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Available in the US from SCMS, Inc. Call: 800-438-6040
www.scmsinc.com
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Product: BluePack Wireless Interview Tool

Product: DB4004 FM Monitoring Receiver

Company: JK Audio

Company: Deva Broadcast
This is Illuetocth?... It sounds great!

"Everyone to the state— NOW!"

BluePack, already
"panning left to..." -wing uP the lightS "
acool device, now
offers improved 7
,
cecls tvi••• ‘t
4Z-.1
kHz voice bandwidth
using Bluetooth HD
Voice wireless technology. JK Audio
notes that HD Voice
is available on many
third-party headsets
and cellphones, offering "wireless freedom
Photo by lin Peck
with improved speech quality."
This interview tool combines Bluetooth with pro audio electronics in a
beltpack. It allows live man-on-the- street interviews through acellphone
equipped with Bluetooth, pairing to your phone like aBluetooth wireless
headset; it incorporates amicrophone preamp and headphone amplifier. A
3.5 mm stereo line input jack allows recordings to be mixed into the broadcast. The 3.5 mm stereo line output jack provides your microphone signal
on the left channel and Bluetooth audio on the right.
It also pairs to Bluetooth-equipped sound cards and music
players in full- bandwidth stereo A2DP
mode.
Shown: Alberto Colin,
Alexis Hauk ( Radio World), Eric
Klinger, Linda Klinger, Gary
Eiklor, Joe Klinger, Wayne Reed
and Brett Moss ( Radio World).
Info: jkaudio.com

Deva Broadcast, based
in Bulgaria, is arelatively
recent discovery for many
U.S. engineers, but the
DB4004 is actually its
second-generation digital FM Radio Modulation
Analyzer. It is afeaturerich, DSP-heavy RF tool.
Highlights include dual
antenna ports with RF

Photo by Jim Pe,,

attenuator; up to 100 dBpV direct RF antenna input; selectable wide-range
IF filter bandwidth; bright bargraph LED metering of modulation and pilot
• •

•
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levels; total and independent Positive and Negative deviation bar graph;
and Left, Right, L+R, L— Rbar graph LED audio level meters. A built-in oscilloscope represents observed signal change over time and helps you visualize what's going on. A complementary spectrum analyzer allows further
useful analysis.
The box also offers levels measurement with data history; selectable
e-emphasis (off, 50 ps and 75 ps); stereo decoder; real-time audio program
streaming; 50-channel data logger; and abunch more including Apple
and Android device support. The OLED display is easy to read; the menu is
simple to navigate.
Shown: Todor lvanov and Radio World's Paul McLane.
Info: www.devabroadcast.com

tive vice president at Irdeto, a media delivery, security and management technology
company.
Clear Channel Media and Entertainment has added digital media executive
Brian Kaminsky to the company's digital
division as executive vice president of operations. Clear Channel Austin has chosen JT
Bosch as the program director of KASE(FM)
and KVET(FM), Austin's heritage country
stations. Jeff Wyatt has been named Clear
Channel Charlotte's new operations manager. Down in Florida, Clear Channel Melbourne has named Tom Davis vice president
and market manager.
Another seat was vacated on the Broadcasting Board of Governors. Member
Dennis Mulhaupt sent a resignation letter
to the White House. A release said Mulhaupt
was alternate presiding governor, chair of
the BBG Governance Committee and chair
of the board of Radio Free Europe/Radio

Entercom has promoted Weezie Kramer to stajockey, WBML(AM), Macon, Ga.; George
tion group president, anew position. Kramer had been
Crumbley, sales manager at WSB(AM),
aregional president since 2005; now, she will oversee
Atlanta and father of the "ChickfilA Bowl,"
the operations of the 121-radio station group.
formerly the Peach Bowl: Jimmy Dunaway,
Five new members have been elected to the NAB
farm director and news anchor, WSB(AM),
Radio Board. They are: Mike Boen, managing partAtlanta; Al Evans, Jr., DJ, owner,
ner of BL Broadcasting; Ed Henson, president and
WVLD(AM), Valdosta, Ga.; John Holliman, Brian Kaminsky
owner of Henson Media; Jessica Marventano, senior
reporter and Peabody Award recipient,
vice president, Government Affairs, for Clear Channel
WSB(AM), Atlanta; Don Kordecki, owner,
Media & Entertainment; Frank Osborn,
WKRW(AM), Cartersville, Ga.;
president of Quantum Communications;
Royal Marshall, talk show
and Paul Tinkle, president of Thunderbolt
host and producer, WSB(AM),
Broadcasting. Journal Broadcast Group EVP
Atlanta; Leonard Postero, creSteve Wexler joins the NAB TV Board. Their
ator and voice of "Leonard's
two-year terms begin this month. Seven curLosers" football prognostication
rent board members were reelected: Team
program; Annie Lee Small, coRadio Owner Bill Coleman; Cox Media
owner, WYTH(AM), Madison,
Group Jacksonville VP/Marketing Manager
Ga. and Atlanta's first female Joanna Douglas
Bill Hendrich; and Lenawee Broadcasting
announcer.
President Julie Koehn. EMF President/
Jim Bailey is joining audio processor
Liberty.
Jim Bailey
CEO Mike Novak, Alpha Broadcasting
maker Aphex as general manager.
Media research firm Coleman Insights has hired
President/C00 Bob Proffitt, Greater Media VP
Dial Global announced that Greg Clancy, vice
Joanna Douglas as a vice president. Douglas joins
Corporate Communications Heidi Raphael and Dana
president of creative for TM Studios, has been named
Coleman Insights with strong research and media
Communications President Dana Withers were also
the new general manager for the Dallas-based imagexperience, including 13 years at Arbitron, where she
reelected.
ing and music company. TM Studios is asubsidiary of
helped roll out the Portable People Meter.
The Georgia Radio Hall of Fame has announced
the radio content and services company.
Julius Genachowski was to become fellow at the
its 2013 Legacy Inductees class. The Class of 2013
International Datacasting Corp. has chosen
Aspen Institute after he stepped down as FCC chairis: Palmyra Braswell, pioneering black female disk
Doug Lowther as its new CEO. Lowther was execuman, according to the Institute.

IP. It's the new ISDN.
Meet Z/IP ONE: The "Z" stands for Zephyr.
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It's the question on everyone's lips: "What comes after ISDN?" The answer: Z/IP ONE, the

There's more: Z/IP ONE incorporates SIP, N/ACIP, and IPv6 standards. The worldwide

Telos Zephyr for IP connections. Broadcasters fell in love with the original Zephyr for its

Z/IP Server connection service helps traverse NAT routers and tricky firewalls. And

rock-solid reliability and superb audio; Z/IP ONE brings those same qualities to IP remotes.

now, you can do great- sounding handheld remotes using LUCI * LIVE smartphone
and tablet apps. All of which makes Z/IP ONE perfect for live remote broadcasts,

Is IP reliable? TV networks say so - they use it for HD video backhaul. And Z/IP ONE is

whether concerts, talk show remotes, off- site talent — even full-time STL links or

packed with IP-codec "smarts" to ensure reliability, even over the public Internet. Agile

RPU backhauls.

Connection Technology adapts to network conditions, delivering audio quality as good or
better than ISDN despite packet loss and jitter. Genuine, high-performance MPEG codecs

Experience the convenience and flexibility of IP.
Z/IP ONE: the best way to hear from there."'

from Fraunhofer for exceptional fidelity— no lame knock-off codecs. No latency build-up,
re- negotiation or fiddly adjustments: Z/IP ONE just works.
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High-quality remotes are right in your pocket.
Z/IP ONE now connects to LUCI LIVE smartphone
apps for wideband audio on-the-go

Telos-Systems.com/zip-one
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New Technology Benefits Sales Too
At NAB Show, DBC and RAB talk new marketing products
BY SCOTT FYBUSH
When it's time to focus on rolling
out expensive new technology in atypical radio station, it's usually the on-air
studios, the production department and
the IT crew that get all the attention.
But a fairly modest investment in
technology can pay big rewards if it's
applied down the hall in the sales
department, say experts who spoke on
that topic at the NAB Show in Las
Vegas.
At Delmarva Broadcasting Company
(DBC) in Wilmington, Del., General
Manager Mike Reath says his stations,
including flagships WDEL(AM) and
WSTW(FM), are in the midst of ahuge
change in the technology available to
their sales staffs.
"Historically, all of the things that
we've had to sell in radio have been
done on paper," Reath said.
It's not just the usual pile of coverage
maps and testimonials and rate cards
that are printed out and bound together
to leave with clients. Reath says DBC's
salespeople have become accustomed
to generating ad copy on paper, showing layouts of banner ads on paper and
even presenting mockups of mobile
websites on paper.
ULTRABOOKS FOR SALES
To replace all that paper, DBC has
invested in the creation of custom software that will put a wealth of tools
right at the fingertips of its sales people,
who've all been outfitted with Lenovo
Yoga " ultrabook" computers, which are
aflip-over hybrid of atablet and asmall
laptop.
"We looked hard at going with iPads,
but they don't work with Arbitron or

Courtesy Delmarva Broadcasting Company
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The DBC tablet gets put to use by Delmarva General Sales Manager Ruth Gilbert
and Account Manager Todd Waldbuesser. The computer of choice for Delmarva
now is the Lenovo: Thinkpad Twist - 12.5 HD Multitouch - Intel Core i5- 3317u,
achange from the initial spec of aLenovo Yoga Ultra Book, according to General
Manager Mike Reath, who adds that the ' Twist has alarger hard drive and better
touch screen interface.'
our traffic and billing software," Reath
says. "We also looked at the Samsung
Galaxy Tab, but it has a weird version
of Android that doesn't work well with
PowerPoint."
DBC's sales force now sells much
more than just airtime on the company's radio signals. Reath says atypical buy can include everything from
streaming ads to texting campaigns to
custom-built mobile websites, and even
to a DBC service that provides online
reputation management for clients.
Until now, it has been hard for sales
representatives to explain everything
in the DBC portfolio, but Reath says
the new software will allow those reps

STATION SERVICES
Find us on FACEBOOK kg asteady stream of SALES TIPS, 1101 LEADS, COOL IDEAS and
CREATIVE RESOURCES to help YOU sell more advertising (and YOUR ADVERTISERS sell more stuff)!

Sound Ideas
for Building Businesssm
Radio Features You Can Sell.
.30/-60 sec. - FREE DEMOS!

GraceBroadcast.com
ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

to build entire campaigns on the computer, right in front of the client.
While the software wasn't finished
in time for the NAB Show, Reath was
able to show off many of the features
he'd specified. In addition to convenient
on-screen display of sales materials,
ratings comparisons and customer data,
the software includes access to an audio
library of successful campaigns to play
for clients.
It then allows DBC's 10 Wilmington-based sales reps to craft mock ad
schedules and create pricing for clients — and to immediately provide a
polished PDF to leave with the client
as well.
Even in unfinished form, Reath says
the software is showing its value. A
recent client visit, he says, came right
on the heels of another sales call from a
competing cluster.
The client "had a schedule coming
to them from the competitor that was
free, and we were asking them for a
$60,000 buy."
After walking the client through all of
DBC's offerings with the help of the software, Reath says they got the buy — and
a big compliment from the client, who
told them, " Ididn't think radio could do

1UFP
Product: StreamOn Appliance
Company: StreamOn
Internet radio
solutions provider StreamOn was created by a
broadcaster, the OK Radio Group.
Its services to stations include audio
encoding, stream delivery, advertising tools and reporting.
A key component is the StreamOn Appliance, asolid-state " plug and
play" device that encodes audio into formats such as AAC+ and Ogg
Vorbis. You provide the power, Internet and audio.
The Appliance is intended to run without worries about viruses, security
updates or system reboots. It operates on Unix and is housed in apassively
cooled case; there are no fans or hard drives to fail. The box comes with
audio processing from Omnia Audio built in.
HTTP Live Streaming divides audio into five-second chunks that are pushed
to alistener throughout the listening session. Among other benefits, this
helps in-car and mobile listeners who are moving between cellphone towers.
"Stitchable" audio can be used to create podcasts automatically in real
time. Listeners can hear content again right after it airs. The listener can share
audio on social media with friends
who can then tune in with one click.
The Appliance also addresses
aproblem in which replacement
ads for Internet streams cut in at
the wrong times due to varying
metadata cues from station automation. StreamOn's Smooth Spots
Technology scans waveform audio
looking for suitable transition points.
Shown: Radio World's Alexis
Hauk, center, with Randy Liedtke,
left, and Jamie Moffat.
Info: www.streamon.fm
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all this. You've come along way."
Reath says DBC developed the software for its own internal use, but he's
open to the possibility of working with
other independent broadcasters to modify the package for their use as well.
NO CHEESY SPEAKERS
Broadcasters at the session also
heard from Dave Casper, senior vice
president for internet services at the
Radio Advertising Bureau.
He presented an overview of the
existing technology choices available
for sales managers hoping to better
outfit their troops in the field. Those
resources include RAB's own mobile
website, www.rab.comlmobile, which
includes access to decades of RAB's

PEOPLENEWS
Al in Pritchard has been tapped to fill the opening of
Journal Broadcast Group Milwaukee's new vice president
of finance.
The nonprofit Association for International Broadcasting has elected its new executive committee, which
comprises: John Maguire, Audiovisuel Exterior de France's
director of international development; Mark Bunting. BBC
Global News's head of strategy and policy; Lindsey Oliver,
Bloomberg Television's international commercial director;
Klaus Bergmann, Deutsche Welle's director of international
relations; Margarita Simonyan, RT Channel's editor-in-

chief; Abobakar .
lijiwa, Voice of Nigeria's director-general.
The National Religious Broadcasters tallied the votes
for its 2013 Executive Committee and Class of 2016 Board
of Directors. Richard ( Rich) P. Bott II has been reelected to
athird year as chairman of the board, and First Vice Chairman Bob I,epine, Second Vice Chairman John Fuller and
Secretary Wes Ward also won another term. Ed Cannon
has been added as the NRB Executive Comminee's ne‘‘
treasurer, and congratulations go to Members-at-LaFge Bill
Blount, Peggy Campbell. Roger Kemp, Tom McCabe and
Janet Parshall.
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If the technology
prevents them from
feeling comfortable
when they're making
their presentation, that's
going to be reflected
in the presentation and
it's going to affect their
closing ratio.

RADIO AUTOMATION

RADIO SPIDER

LOGGERS

INTERNET BROADCASTING
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Automated Auk, File Download Software
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RADIO SPIDER II

—Dave Casper

Processing
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own research, Gold Digger prospecting
reports and, for inspiration, more than
two decades of Radio Mercury Award
finalists in MP3 format.
But Casper also says that, especially for sales veterans who've become
accustomed to selling in lower-tech
ways, the value of ashiny new iPad may
be limited.
"If the technology prevents them
from feeling comfortable when they're
making their presentation, that's going
to be reflected in the presentation and
it's going to affect their closing ratio,"
he said.
If new technology is the right choice
for asales force, though, Casper offered
some tips from his own experience,
including the importance of a topquality set of external speakers for
account executives who'll be playing
demo spots in clients' offices.
"This is radio," he said. "It's got to
sound great."
Scott Fybush is a longtime contributor.
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Radio Spider H Main Download Scheduling Screen

• Email audio files right into your Radio Spider II... it does the rest
• Ftp, ftps, http, https, DropBox, CLOUD Auto Download from secure & new age websites & networks
• " On The Fly" Audio File Conversion to any & from any audio format as listed below
• Full Audio Conversion Compatibility for MP2, MP3, way, ACC, ogg, wma
• Cart Chunk Header(s) compatible with ID3-MP3 tag conversion to Cart Chunk
• Low cost Upgades to Radio Spider II Available to existing Radio Spider users

PRICED AT JUST $295
phone: 702-487-3336

sales©digitaljukebox.com

www.digitaljukebox.com
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How We Automated With desTools
Missouri broadcaster takes less- beaten

IPRODUCT
EVALUATION

replacing their system, Iwas concerned
about maintaining the familiarity of
the systems as much as possible. We
looked at several systems in avariety of

BY ART MORRIS
rl

When you choose an automation system for your radio station, you commit
to an environment, a framework that
affects many aspects of station operation.
The system must interface with traffic
systems, music software and programming sources coming from numerous
locations. And, if the station has been
using aparticular system for many years,
its entire workflow can be built around
the functionality of the existing system.
This is the problem I recently
encountered when my old friend John
Anthony, owner of KTTN(AM/FM)
and KGOZ(FM) in Trenton, Mo., wanted to upgrade his automation system.
They have been using alegacy Computer
Concepts DCS DOS-based system since
1994. Before that, they used carts and
reels for audio playback.
REPLACEMENT
Over the years, the station procedures,
from logging to on-air to post-air auditing, were built around the functionality
of that legacy DCS system.
So, when it came time to talk about
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price ranges. Eventually we set our gaze
upon dcsTools.com and contacted Rich
Habedank of C-R Media.
The company has a set of programs
designed for users of legacy DCS and its
Windows-based successor Maestro systems. However, they also offer XStudio, an
application that has developed into afullblown automation system, which uses the
same structure as DCS/Maestro systems.
This suite of programs includes software

most stations used the aptX compressed
audio option. The audio was stored in a
proprietary file format called DAF.
Some of the later systems could
use MPEG compressed audio. But the
DAF file format prevented these files
from being used outside of the DCS/
Maestro software. XStudio originally
was designed to play those files without
special hardware. But, as the software
matured and features were added, the

BrORCICRST

• "Cool Stuff' Award for EMR optional 10- Year Full Warranty
• " Direct to Channel" Digital Exciter
Full Remote Command and Control of your Transmitter

N ia

IP interface

Service and Support from Crown Broadcast
•
•

For information, contact Rich
Habedank at C-RMedia in
Minnesota at (952) 949-9450 or
visit www.dcstools.com.
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Thumbs Up
+Easy to install and configure
+Familiar file structure
+Log-driven
+Operator-friendly screens
+Easy multicut carts

Price: Customization options affect
total price but dcsTools says
estimated starting figure for an
installation is $ 1,895.
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DCSTOOLS
XStudio Automation

for production, log editing, merging, conversion of audio from other formats and
automatic recording of network audio.
Habedank says XStudio began as away
to take DCS/Maestro audio files out of the
studio. Legacy DCS supported both PCM
and aptX data-reduced audio, but because
of the cost of hard disk storage at the time.

automation path; has it made adifference?

Ma) 22.2013

Available for order now

Power leN els from 20 watts to 5kW's

Contact Kent Koselke at 866-262-8972 kkoselke@irecl.com or via Website www.crownbroadcast.com

program became asystem of its own.
For the XStudio installation at KTTN/
KGOZ, local engineer Randall Mann
built a RAID 5-compliant Windows
server with mirrored drives and agigabit switch. We bought five off-the shelf
studio Acer machines running Windows
7 in addition to the server. We used
M-Audio Delta M-44 audio cards, which
feature two physical (balanced) input and
output channels, in addition to the virtual
channels available in XStudio.
XStudio supports numerous audio
switchers so we also purchased three
Broadcast Tools ACS8.2 audio switchers
and one SS16.4 switcher — all of which
are supported. Total cost of hardware
was about $5,000.
From dcsTools.com, we purchased
three copies of XStudio Automation,
four copies of XChange (the production
module) and two copies of ezSuite (the
logging, audit and reconciliation module)
and afew other sundries. Total software
cost, about $8,000. This puts the comparative cost of the system in the "lowto-mid" range. There are less expensive
systems, but none that would maintain
the current functionality.
Like its predecessors, XStudio is a
log-driven system. The program log
appears on the screen, just as it would
have appeared on paper. As spots are
played, a red check mark appears to
show it has played. Program titles and
log comments also display just as they
do on the paper log. Up to four virtual
audio playback decks appear at the top
of the screen. Audio may be steered to
additional outputs, if they are available.
XStudio brings alot of new functionality to the table as well. Multiple pages of
hot buttons are especially useful. Each can
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be programmed with audio or can be used
to call predetermined functions. The air
staff quickly learned they could each have
their own screens. The news department
uses them for actualities, programming
the buttons just before their programs.
KTTN(FM) is an old-fashioned fullservice station, with live announcers during the day and asatellite format at night.
They also carry aheavy schedule of local
sports, University of Missouri sports and
Kansas City Royals baseball. XStudio
handles all of those with ease.
One of the features added at our
request was the ability to "remap"
incoming relays from satellite receivers.
This change can be done manually using
ahot button, programmed onto the log.
or triggered directly by arelay.

single cart. The original DOS-based
DCS system maintained this functionality. In the years since, most systems
have abandoned multicuts in favor of
allowing the traffic software to handle
this job. However many stations, including KTTN/KGOZ, use this feature every
day. At least 75 percent of the "carts" in
their system are multicut. XStudio (and
its production module, XChange) main-

LEGACY
In addition, there were some legacy
practices that our new system was able to
accommodate. For instance, the staff was
accustomed to all audio coming out of a
single pot on the console, which was easy
to configure in XStudio.
No doubt the biggest benefit of the
system is that the dcsTools system uses
the same conventions as DCS/Maestro,
especially traffic and audit logs, and the
multicut cart system.
In the days of tape cartridges, mart,
'station., \\ mild put multiple cuts on . t

tain the ability to handle multiple cut
"carts." Up to 99 cuts may be "rotated"
on asingle cart number. Using apop-up
window in XChange, you can also control which cuts are being used currently,
and which is next-to-play.
We also are using dcsTools' XStudio
Recorder software, which handles all
automatic recording. KTTN/KGOZ
delays dozens of audio items each day
from four networks. XStudio Recorder
handles these automatically, two at a
time in many instances.
The new system brought many new

features to the table, including CD and
MP3 ripping, direct importation of files
from email and Adobe Audition. Remote
access works well, too.
Iencountered acouple of minor problems during installation. For instance, I
had to modify some of the log templates
because there are differences "under the
hood" with XStudio, as far as how it
executes log-driven functions.

elf1/1/11111e

After several months of transition, the new
installation has worked out well.

But the biggest issues were human.
The staff was accustomed to large, simple DOS-based screens. Some of the
staff, especially some with limited computer abilities (and poor eyesight), found
the Windows screen presentation "too
small." Ihave to remind myself, even in
this day and time, that many everyday
users are still not computer-savvy. This
is especially true in smaller stations with
more mature staffs. Iwas able to increase
the screen and cursor sizes to accommodate some of these concerns.
Given a wish list. I'd like to see a

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

secondary log. Many systems have a
method of loading a secondary log to
use for network sports and such. After
the event ends, the system returns to the
main program log.
I'd also like to see an automated ingest
function. Many programs and features
are now distributed by FTP sites. Iwish
the system had away to auto-download
and convert specified files into the system without operator intervention.
Service and support after the sale
has been very good. Every time we've
had an issue or feature request, dcsTools
has been responsive to our needs. The
products continue to evolve. The "input
relay remap" feature mentioned above
was our request. We recently asked for a
module that would auto-import files that
have been downloaded by FTP. They are
working on such aproduct at our request.
After several months of transition, the
new installation has worked out well. We
are able to maintain their existing workflow, while bringing modern hardware
and software into the mix.
Art Morris is a contract engineer and
he also does ABIP "Mock Inspections" for
both the Missouri Broadcasters Association and Oklahoma Association of Broadcasters. His career spans more than 40
years, beginning as a teenage disk jockey at KWAK(AM) in Stuttgart, Ark. His
personal wetnite iS www.artmorris.com.
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MARKETPLACE
AIRAURA DEBUTS:

SOUND LIBRARIES:

Sound library developer Sound Ideas has released two
new sound packages — the Mix XIV Broadcast Music Library and afollow-up to

Wheatstone has added to its AirAura proces-

sor family.
The AirAura
X3 Digital
Spectral
Processor adds or

the well-known General package, the General
HD 2Sound Effects Library.
The Mix XIV royalty-free music library comes
on three DVD-ROMs with all cuts available in
16-bit/48 kHz \NAV and 320 kbps MP3 versions.
According to a release, the music can be catego-

reworks a number of tools.
According to Wheatstone, the X3 offers a new final clipper. There

rized in themes: " corporate, dance & club, rock,
sports, extreme rock, children, comedy, easy listening, romantic, wedding and worship, blues,
country, drama film scores, New Age, world,

is a new five- band AGC and new algorithms for the 31- band limiter. A
new EQ has parametric and Baxandall shelving sections. The new bass

patriotic and military."
The entire library has 490 compositions with

In addition, a new codec artifact reduction algorithm is designed to
"tame" encoded stereo source material. The new loudness analyzer is
compatible with BS- 1770-2 standards. The stereo generator can accommodate single side- band encoding.

manager has enhanced tuning according to the company.

atotal number of versions being 1,400. Files
contain metadata and informative PDFs and
Excel spreadsheets are included for search purposes. Price: $ 495.
The newest General comes on ahard drive
and is filled with more than 6,500 royalty-free
sound effects that Sound Ideas says are newly
recorded and completely fresh. Each effect is available in 24-bit/96 kHz,
24-bit/48 kHz, 16-bit/48 kHz and 16-bit/44.1 kHz BWAV versions. Search software is included.
The General HD 2has sounds
ranging from select car models to
exotic " world ambiences." It has
public places such as restaurants,
playgrounds, forests, hospitals, factories, stadiums and street crowds.
It also has specialized sounds such
as potato cannons, explosions, jets,
rain, wind and lightning. Price:

Somewhat more mundane are additional security options and
storage for up to 160 presets. Naturally the X3 is compatible with
WheatNet-IP networks.
Info: wheatstone-processing.com

RADIO

$995.
Info: www.sound-ideas.com
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A special
eBook
now available
online!

_
Absorbers, Diffusers Barriers and Vibration Control Materials
Web Site

www.acousticsfirst.com

Supplement
to Radio World

BARIX
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Tielinen
The Codec Company

•
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Get your FREE copy here:
www.radioworld.com/ebooks
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Product: ARC-15 Bluetooth Console

ADVANCED AUTOMATION

,

Company: Arrakis Systems

Performance with Style

What's a little Bluetooth antenna doing on top of that

S,

broadcast board?
Calling this afirst for the radio industry, Arrakis Systems has built a Bluetooth
channel into its ARC series consoles. This enables the user to connect his or her
Bluetooth-enabled cellphone to the console as a built-in phone hybrid.
"Put your callers on- air quickly, easily and wireless," the company states.
"You can also stream music or recorded news reports from your
tablet, smartphone or any Bluetooth enabled device."
Shown: Paul McLane of Radio World, Dale DeLaPointe,
Melissa Freeman, Ben Palmer, Aaron Palmer, Alexis Hauk of
Radio World, Michael Palmer and Allen Harrison.
Info: http://arrakis-systems.com/arrakis---bluetooth.html

PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE
Efficient

The CAP-DEC1. Gorman- Redlich is a standalone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your
existing emergency alerting equipment. This
cost-effective device allows broadcasters to
easily meet Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC
without requiring the purchase of an additional
encoder/decoder system or other costly

(Effective
4

kffrNrd

Gerrncel Rpellich Mfg Co

111

CAIable

fb

equipment. The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant
and requires only one unit of rack apar.e. Trust
the experts with over 35+ years expecience in
the emergency alerting industry • ci help you
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website
o, contact us today for more information about
the Gorman- Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to
support equipment we made 35 years ago.

REDLICH Mf

CAP-DEC 1
AP o FAS Convener Unit

RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium for
marketing your products and services.

-

For more information. contact
David at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or
dcarson@nbmedia.com ,
to request amedia kit.

Compatible with any exi.ting FAS encoder/decoder made
by any manufacturer

—

Powerful 1.6GHz dual ccye processor and 1GB of memory

—

Built-in text- to- speech conversion functionality

—

FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall for
security

—

Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server

—

Nearly limitless storage apacify for logs and audio

PRICE -

Fivr ( 5) USB ports for peripherals

-

Automatic clock synchronization via NTP servers

nikaltile

—

Software can be updated via LAN or USB

—

Print alert reports to USB or network printer

—

Polling 3URL's currently with room for future mpansion

—

FERIA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compliance

-

Printer no longer required for FAS log

messages

"RiA D bWORLD

;Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

257 W. Union Street, Athens. Ori 45701

www.gorman-redlich.com

Superior Broadcast

Phone: 740-593-315C

LLC

Has Outstanding Values on Solid State FM Transmitters, Exciters, Amplifiers, Translators
Antennas, Combiners, and Accessories Power Levels 20 to 40,000 watts

Now Introducing HD Radio

FCC Type Certified For

LPFM The FMTX Series of Transmitters, Exciter:, and Translators

have unco-npromised transmission quality at very attractive pricing.
User Friendly features. Universal 80 to 260 volt multi-voltage power supply enables cperation on
different line voltages with no need to preselect voltage.
Automatic power control and holdback protection ensures reliable operation under most operating
conditions.
Input/output interface built in high performance stereo coder. L8R analogue audio inputs, mono input,
MPX composite and auxiliary input for SCA.

30 Watt
150 Watt
500 Watt
2 kW

$
$
$
$

1,250
2,150
3,500
10,000

100 Watt
300 Watt
1kW
2.5 Kw

$
$
$
$

1,800
2,700
5,000
12,000

Contact Jimmie Joynt @ Superior Broad:;ast
Tel: 972 473 2577 IE-mail: jjsbp@msn.com
18208 Preston RD. Suite D9-297 Dallas, TX 75252

...and so are
the potential
buyers for
your products
and ;ervices.
odd is agreat place
to find things for your business, and
agreat place for prospects to find you!
To advertise, call David at:
212-378-0400 ext. 511
or email: dcarson@nbmedi3.COM.
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Product: Ten-Year Warranty
Corn ' an : Ecreso/WorldCast S stems

Ingstad
Broadcasting
has
re-upped
with
RadioTraffic.com for its traffic and billing software

WorldCast's transmitter
manufacturing arm Ecreso
seeks along-term relationship with its customers, so it introduced a 10-year warranty
on its compact Helios FM transmitters.
Coverage applies to FM transmitters that
are purchased
with at least a
And
on our Compact FM Transmitters I
year's subscription to the company's Expert
Maintenance
Reporting service. EMR delivers
reports on the status of parameters
such as temperature, current and
voltage, and on
the performance
and lifespan of
components such
as the fan and
power supply. Ecreso says its logging and trend analysis let EMR identify " slow- burning" problems
and issue warnings to allow for corrective action.
Shown: Christophe Poulain, Stéphanie Laffiteau, Tony Peterle and Josue Rodriguez.
Info: www.ecreso.com

lease. The term was 10 years.
Clark Financial Group, producer of financial
information programming, aired in the Dallas market
through aprogram on KAAM(AM). They use two Barix
Exstreamer 500 IP audio devices to facilitate remote
contribution and bidirectional streaming.
Logitek Electronic Systems reported orders for its
networked console systems and components. Backyard
Broadcasting expanded asystem in Elmira, N.Y., adding
aJetStream and ROC- 12. Also expanding were Colorado
Public Radio, which added vMix to a system of four
AE-32 engines and six Remora consoles. KACU(FM) in
Abilene, Texas, also added apair of Pilot- 12 consoles to
aJetStream system.
The Caribbean island nation of Aruba has deployed
the Android version of Global Security Systems and
Weather Decision Technologies' Alert FM app as apart
of its first responder notification system.
Adelante Media Group has implemented Matrix
Solutions CRM and sales analytics software. The radio
and television company has 22 stations in nine markets
and focuses on emerging Hispanic markets.
Wheatstone reported that New Hampshire Public
Radio in Concord, N.H., ordered two more IP Blades
and WheatNet-IP audio drivers for its BE AudioVault
automation system.
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YOU MIGHT HAVE leidded
at the

N9JBSHOW®
A FREE WEBINAR

Available Right Now On Your Desktop.
Not everyone has the time and resources available to see everything presented at
the annual NAB Show in Las Vegas. Yet, keeping up with the news and significant
technology introductions is vital to your job and career. We can help.

%Moth Radio
World's Paul
McLane,
Marguerite
Clark, Leslie
Stimson,
Michael LeClair
and Brett Moss

Join us for aFREE executive briefing, originally presented May 15th, on the
25 Things You Might Have Missed at the NAB Show.The Radio World editorial
team traveled the sessions and exhibit floors of the Las Vegas Convention Center to
find the people, news and technology certain to have an impact on radio broadcasting
and station operations throughout the coming year and beyond.
Brought to you by:
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Sound Software
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TO VIEW THE ARCHIVE, VISIT: http://raclioworIcl.com/webinars/11/

BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE
BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.
7117 Olivia
Thu Free

Rd., Baltimore MD 21220

877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

ACOUSTICS

Acoustics First'
111100 000 00157 MN EMU! 5-

Te.,Fbmeer 888-7652900
www.Acousticsrvatcom
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL

1
TOWER SIGNS
FCC COMPLIANCE

AM& FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs
Standard & Custom Wording
Cuy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com
E-mail us for afree PDF catalog
810-458-8418 wvAv.antennalD.com

3-1/8" rigid line, 500 feet,
you take down, BO; Jampro
5-bay high power antenna, on
tower, on 100.5 MHz, you take
down, BO. C Haynes, 601-2185969.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
ydhoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the

system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.
WANT TO BUY
Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com

RADIOWORLD

WANT TO BUY

2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

•

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AM/FM/NCE Applications
•Allocation and Upgrade Studies

•Tower Detuning

•Pre- Purchase Inspections

•Intermodulation Studies
•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements

AM RADIO INTERFERENCE
with aplug-in modem/telephone RF filter from:
KY Filter Company
3010 Grinnel Place

Will LPFM Affect
Your Station?
352-332-3157

•,AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments
Fax ( 651)784-7541

Doug

Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

NP

kessierandgehman.com

E-mail, Minx ,Qwleng.com " Member Af (-(

oft

GRAHAM BROCK, ill
BROADCASI TICIINICAI CONSIATANTS
FuIt Nervicr From Allocalit en to
operation ANI/FM/AI'X senict,
Fick! \Mat:Antenna and
pcsaM

•Radio antl television facility
coverage predictions. upgrade
studies. and facility design
•Fr Ir. application preparation
•Contact Clarence M. Beverage
or Laura M. Mizrahi

rears engineering
and rontilting experience

(»Y'r 45

-Communications
Technologies, Inc.

91 2-638-8028
202-393-5 133

=oftware fory=ur PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-sott. corn

Rod.° Frepvency/B ,00dcoo
r,p.eenno Cons,lron,

www.grahambrock. ' ni
SS

ime is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
I'm looking for San Francisco
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
radio recordings from the
the program guest is Susanne
1920's through the 1980's.
Caygill, a discussion of womFor example newscast, talk
en's affairs with along promoshows, music shows, live band
tion for Caygill's appearance
remotes, etc. Stations like
at a local store. Anne Truax,
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
Susanne Caygill, running time
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
Looking for KTIM FM radio
can email me at ronwtamm@
shows from 1981-1984 if
yahoo.com.
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
Looking for a broadcast
yahoo.com.
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
RECEIVERS/
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
TRANSCEIVERS
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
WANT TO SELL
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
American
Made
SCA
stealing second base, running
Decoders, 417-881-1846.

STOP
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CONSULTANTS

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tconl.com

Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.

Ma

RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
RF REPAIR/
SUPPORT/SERVICES
OMB MT Platinum complete
SIL xmtr & rcvr, frequency
agile, like new, 4yrs old, $ 1500/
BO. CHaynes, 601-218-5969.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios sta-

rid: (856) 985-0077
SS w.conunt cc hrf.com

tions need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
TRANSMITTERS!
EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.
QEI 30kW xmtr, FM, in gd
cond on 100.5 Mhz, $ 5000/130;
TFT STL xmtr & rcvr, $ 750/130. C
Haynes, 601-218-5969.
Looking for 5-10-20k AM
xmtr on 1430 for Church run
Station in Northeast, fixer
uppers ok, please email VVTTT@
live.com or call 413-256-1430,
we have to do a rebuild due
to an accident with tower, also
need ATU parts for upgrade.
God Bless You Real Good!

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
Look no further, you're in the right place!

Davis, CA 95618
(530) 757-6873

Call Dave at 212-378-0400 x511
or email dcarson@nbmedia.c

RiA bEWORLD;
www.ky-filters.com
Model AM- 1is for AM Broadcast Band radio interference.
Model RF 1is for Short Wave, Ham Radio, CB etc.

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE

Submit your listings to: dcarson@nbmedia.com

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC

‘atseee

see '

see'

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TUBES

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

M CORPORATION

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Se Habla Español

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
100 W
250 W
500 W
5KW
5KW
10 KW
20 KW
25 KW
27.5KW
27.5KW
30 KW
35 KW

2008
2006
2000
1998
2006
1991
2000
1998
1988
1988

BE FM100C
Crown FM2507
BE FM 500C
Harris Z5CD w/2XFIexstars
Harris Z5CD, solid-state, unused.
Harris HT10
Harris HT20CD
Harris HT25CD
Continental 816R4, SS IPA & all factory upgrades
Continental 816R4B. SS IPA &
LP filter cooling option
Harris FM3OK
BE FM35B/T, upgraded in 2001

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

1=-E

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

Corz&runted efrzeonie3

crown

Used AM Transmitters

nautei
BrORDCRST

TV Transmitters- Analog and Deal
Used FLO TV Transmitters
• ' Rohde & Schwarz 'Harris Maxiva

Please see our website tor acurrent listing
Exciters & Miscellaneous Equipment
Phasemaster T12,000
New Phase Technologies P7330111, solid state 3phase converter
Orban Optimods 8100XT, 8100A1
BE FC30, SCA Generator

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

nymEN ----

FOR THE BEST PRICE

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

=

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Alum &men

FROM STOCK

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

POSITIONS WANTED
Are you asmall market station needing agood nuts & bolts engineer in the
Los Angeles area? Iwill make your station
shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available
for Full/Part-time/Contract work. Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-4466820, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Radio personality with PBP experience,
copywriting, digital production and VO.
Eager to work, passionate about the business, and dream of mine. Darelle, 469-5315254 or darellejholmes.31@gmail.com.
Entertaining and energetic, driven,
personable Talent. Cognizant, detailed,
analytical. Up on current events, and good
bits, coachable, and idyllic. Motivator. Kenneth, 972-370-8716 or kennethmorris78@
yahoo.com.

Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/talk show host
Adam Amick is available for shows,
correspondent features, etc. Check out
www.bleacherreport.com for samples.
Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@
rubbinsracingshow.com.
Strong Marketing/Sales/Promotional
talent and strategies. Strong Public
Speaker, motivator and communicator.
Dedicated to betterment of company
and its assets. Nika, 214-777-4905 or
amisaved4real@yahoo.com.
Versatile, creative plus can carry
a show with a passion for sports.
Dedicated, personal, and loyal plus always
up for challenges. Justin, 817-412-0706 or
jsfleet82@attnet.

www. rfp arls . co m

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprises.com.

Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

760-744-0700

rip@ rfpa rts.com

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

www fmamtv com • E-mail transcom@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOT

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

00-737-2787

Worldwide Availability

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX + 1-215-938-7361

PIMPS

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

Please visit our website,
www.lmamtv.com, for additional listings.
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TUNWALL RADIO

On- air personality specializing in
sports talk radio and Play- by- Play,
Public Address, Voiceover work, copywriting and production. Enthusiastic, reliable
with great personality. Carlos, 469-3287789 or smiclos23@aol.com.

SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS

•
•

Seeking a challenging position with
a professional media environment,
which will effectively utilize acquired
broadcasting, production and ministry talents. Motivated and positive. Roland, 817729-9066 or roland_thomas@live.com.

I . 011111“

I, arlsKitl. C.11,1‘.1 Ina • 21XIS

Experienced broadcaster seeking new
opportunity. Clean, expeditious show
production. Good knowledge of board
operation, rapport with audience as well
as technical side. Kelly Franklin, 918-8598295 or pkf81366@gmail.com.

•
•

AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND CUSTOM DESIGNS
330.995.9642

www.tunwallradio.com

OPINION

RADIO

We Must Elevate Our Innovation
Kevin Gage reports on NAB Labs and its role in achanging tech landscape

NEWSMAKER
Kevin Gage, executive vice president
and chief technology officer for the
National Association of Broadcasters,
addressed the 67th annual Broadcast
Engineering Conference during the
spring NAB Show. Here are excerpts.
A year ago, Ichallenged you — the
technology leaders of the broadcasting
industry — to join me and NAB in
transforming our industry.
We are the original "wireless" industry, but we were not perceived to be
wireless. We are the original social
network of our local communities, but
we were not perceived to be that. In
the past year, many of you took up my
challenge and joined me in leading our
transformation.
Last year, we launched NAB Labs as
a platform for broadcaster innovation
and the NAB Labs technology teams
that have lead this transformation. And
as we meet here today, in an atmosphere
of constant and accelerating change for
our industry — one in which the stakes
could not be higher — innovation and
progress to a changing media technology landscape has become an essential,
daily component of broadcasting, and
a prerequisite for its continuance as a
competitive consumer product.

The NAB Board acknowledged this
when they championed the formation of
NAB Labs to help drive this process for
the industry, and in the past year, we've
worked tirelessly to build momentum in
t
hat direction.
PROJECT REPORT
On both the radio and television
sides of the business, NAB Labs has
launched projects that we expect to
have significant applicable impact on
broadcasters' future. For radio, we are
strongly focused on advancing into the
digital, handheld age.
One area in which we see strong
promise is hybrid radio. We've defined
and developed the technology, held
meetings across the country and the
world, brought previously separate communities together, and made investments to help this fledgling technology
reach atipping point.
We've also dug deep on the possibilities for AM radio's revitalization.
Again, we've studied the options and are
taking steps to develop a multi-tiered
strategy that will refresh the senior
broadcast band and give it new life in
the digital age. We've run tests on alldigital IBOC for AM, which has never
been broadly tested, with promising
initial results. More tests are planned on
this soon, along with other exploration
of possible options for AM broadcasting
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Acoustics First Corp
AM Ground Systems Co.
Axia - The Teins Alliance
BSI
BSW
BW Broadcast
Comrex Corporation
Crown Broadcast
DaySequerra/ATI
Deva Broadcast Ltd
Digital Jukebox
ENCO
Glensound
Gorman Redlich Mfg
Grace Broadcast Sales
Heil Sound, Ltd.
Henry Engineering
Inovonics Inc
Nautel Ltd.
Omnia - The lelos Alliance
Ram Broadcast Systems
Shively Labs
Superior Broadcast, LLC
lelos - The lelos Alliance
Tieline Technology
Wheatstone Corporation

Kevin Gage. ' For radio, we are strongly
focused on advancing into the digital,
handheld age.'
improvements.
On the TV side, where all things
are already digital, we're looking at the
next generation of technology that can
make television even more compelling,
flexible and entertaining. Through the
efforts of our members in the NAB Labs
Television Technology Committee, we
are exploring just what anext-generation
broadcast TV platform should include,
and taking steps to test these assump-
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www.acousticsfirst.com
www.amgroundsystems.com
www.axiaaudio.com
www.bsiusa.com
www.bswusa.com
www.bwbroadcast.com

The News Source f adio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have something to say:

VVWW.COMMICOM

www.crownbroadcast.com
www.daysequerra.com
www.devabroadcast.com
www.digitaljukebox.com
www.enco.com
www.glensound.co.uk
www.gorman-redlich.com
www.gracebroadcast.com
www.heilsound.com
www.henryeng.com
www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
www.nautel.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.ramsyscom.com
imev.shively.com
www.sbp-tv.com
www.telos-systems.com
www.tieline.com
www.wheatstone.com

tions in realworld environments.
We know that television is quickly
moving to aconnected, multi-platform,
multi-screen environment ... and we
want to ensure broadcasters' place in
this new world. NAB Labs will leave
no stone unturned in that quest, and in
fact, we expect to get out ahead of the
development curve.
So ... We've made some new connections with industry groups that might
have seemed unusual in the past, but we
feel they are critical today, and will be
even more so moving forward. NAB is
now a member of W3C — the World
Wide Web Consortium, which guides the
development of new online applications.
We've joined ATIS — the Alliance
for
Telecommunications
Industry
Solutions — and through that membership have joined 3GPP, the body that
sets standards for wireless telecommunications.
And along with our continuing leadership of ATSC and its ATSC 3.0 standards development, we remain involved
on a global scale with FoBTV — the
Future of Broadcast Television group.
NAB has also joined DVB, another
worldwide digital television standards
development organization that is pursuing nextgeneration solutions as well.
Working with all of these bodies, and
others we find appropriate in the future,
will provide NAB Labs with the broadest possible vision of what's next for
television technology, and what path
makes the most sense for broadcasters
to pursue.
(continued on page 38)
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IRW provides insights and tips
for the seasoned professional and
brand-new station staffer. RWEE
provides info you don't get from
the manufacturer that helps solve
knotty day-to-day problems of
running astation of any size.

RC22-

Norman Stockwell
Operations Coordinator
WORT- FM Community Rodio
Madison, Wis.
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(continued trom page 37)

Our work in these new spaces will
also provide opportunities to forge
new partnerships — another key role
that NAB Labs has been charged with.
We've already worked with our radio
members to help enable hybrid radio
technology, and one application of those
efforts is the recent announcement by
Sprint that will result in millions of new
FM receivers in smartphones.
We will seek out and explore other
new affiliations, unorthodox though
they may seem to be at first, as we
establish our place within the "new normal" of the broadcasting business.

CONTENT DISCOVERY
A common thread among these
emerging venues is the importance ol
content discovery. How do ever-increasing, fragmented audiences find the programs they want, in the forms and on
the devices that they want them?
Traditionally, this was easy. Two
knobs were all you needed: tuning and
volume.
Today, it's much more complex and
competitive and becoming more so
every day. We need to ensure that consumers can still find and enjoy broadcast content easily and quickly, on whatever device, or devices, they are using at
the moment.
Another key attribute of any new
technologies we select is how well they
play to broadcasters' strengths. The criterion of robustness and scalability is
foremost among these.
We've seen many recent cases of communications systems' failure in times of
crisis, with only broadcasting remaining
intact, and providing its critical lifeline
service to affected users. Any new technologies we adopt will have to not only
retain, but improve upon, this level of
reliability, effectiveness and expanded
emergency alerting capabilities, ensuring that broadcasters will continue to
serve our local communities as their first
informer in times of crisis.
An increasingly unique element of
the service broadcasters provide is its
localism.
Again, any new delivery systems we
adopt must build upon this essential
capability, and allow broadcasters to
present both national and local content
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to their audiences. In fact, we should
explore new technologies for their ability to provide even finer granularity
for our services, targeting "hyper-local"
audiences within a broadcast market
and develop new ways to connect and
build upon the trust relationship we
have with our local communities.
The audiences we serve are also
increasingly mobile, and they want their
media content along for the ride. Radio
has long been amobile service, but we
can make it even more pervasive with its
111MIIIP

we are now challenged to elevate our
innovation to the next level, with expansive thinking that confronts traditional
assumptions.
Our next-generation broadcast systems will require greater flexibility and
agility than in the past, to meet unknown
and ever-changing market dynamics and
competition. While challenging such
fundamental tenets of broadcasting may
raise some eyebrows, it is necessary.
It is evolution, and we believe it is
good business to revisit these long-held
1111111111111M

We will seek out and explore other new affiliations,
unorthodox though they may seem to be at first, as
we establish our place within the ' new normal' of the
broadcasting business.
viiMillf1111111ala

inclusion on more handheld devices, and
its expanded service to vehicles through
hybrid radio techniques.
Meanwhile, as the first Mobile TV
devices emerge, we are taking the first
real steps toward adding mobility to our
television services. Many more similar
steps must follow.
We've also learned that our audiences are increasingly diverse, and they
expect agreater degree of control over
their media content. So our next-generation services must offer greater choice
and interactivity. Of course, all this
technology is worth nothing if we do
not also identify and develop the new
products and services that our consumers require and expect today.

ELEVATE INNOVATION
Personalized interactive services.
Mobile services. Higher-quality services. "Service following" and discovery.
Today's consumer is more technologically demanding and savvy than any
other era, and with our new platforms,
we will have anew way to connect with
them and meet their requirements and
exceed their expectations.
As with HDTV, broadcasters will
drive the bulk of innovation on these
new areas, and the rest of the industry will follow. So many have said
that broadcasters don't innovate, but
we know this is patently untrue. Yet

CORRECTION
Contact information for author Gary Begin in the April 24 issue of Radio World (" Be the
Morale- Boosting GM"), was listed incorrectly.
Begin works as programming and marketing strategist at radio consulting firm Sound
Advantage Media, formerly Identity Programming. He is based in Jackson, Tenn., and can
be reached at gbeginesoundadvantagemedia.com or (731) 437-0536. His website is
www.soundadvantagemedia.com.

beliefs to see if they still have merit.
But to do this, we will need to work
together. Over the past year, the leadership assembled in this room has proven
they are up to the task.
NAB Labs will continue to be the
catalyst for these discussions, and the
clearinghouse for your ideas. And when
we, or others, make progress, we will
share that information with you through
the numerous channels of NAB Labs'
educational processes.
For over 90 years, NAB has been
working with and for broadcasters to
keep the industry strong. While none of
us will probably be here 90 years from
now, we can leave a platform for the
next generation technology leadership
to thrive on and be proud of.
It is within our power and, in fact, it
is our obligation to build upon of work
in 2012 and work together to define our
own destiny.
We're glad you're here, and we want to
continue to hear from you. Engage with
us, and help us make NAB Labs apowerful vehicle for our mutual propulsion into
the next generation of broadcasting.
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworldenbmedia.com with Letter
to the Editor in the subject field.

Hey readers: Can
you spot all the Radio
World 'Cool Stuff' 2013
logos contained in this
issue? Send an email
with your tally to
ahauk@nbmedia.com
and you have a
chance to win afree
Radio World t-shirt!
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1664: Just what it looks like.
Two tin cups and astring. But it
transmitted sound!

1876: Alexander Graham
Bell's commercially
viable telephone.

1900: Phones become fixtures
in more well-to-do and
steam- punk homes.

1920: Every home is working
toward having atelephone!

HD
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1936: The advent of the dial
desk phone. No more asking
the operator to conned you.

1963: Push buttons usher
in the thoroughly modem
world. Touch tones enter
pop culture,

1983: The mobile
phone is areality. Plots
in all TV shows get a
boost!

2004: I
PTelephones
begin to become the
staple of modem
business.

2007: Smartphones are
complete communications
centers. AND they can
sound great!
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VolP • POTS • HD VOICE • CALL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

AS PHONES GET 'SMARTER,' YOUR ON-AIR CALLERS
SHOULD SOUND ' BETTER,' RIGHT? NOW THEY CAN...
STAC-VIP leverages Vol P ( Voice over I
P) technology to deliver a new way to manage all your phone
calls for talk shows, interviews and contests. It breaks new ground by handling calls from HD Voice-capable
telephones as well Smartphone apps. Give your listeners the best sounding shows on the air. Get STAC-VI P.

NOW

SHIPPING

plugged into
STAC VIP is Plugged Into Skype"
comrex.coni
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